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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) allows billions of physical
objects to be connected to collect and exchange data for offering
various applications, such as environmental monitoring, infras-
tructure management, and home automation. On the other hand,
IoT has unsupported features (e.g., low latency, location aware-
ness, and geographic distribution) that are critical for some IoT
applications, including smart traffic lights, home energy man-
agement and augmented reality. To support these features, fog
computing is integrated into IoT to extend computing, storage
and networking resources to the network edge. Unfortunately,
it is confronted with various security and privacy risks, which
raise serious concerns towards users. In this survey, we review the
architecture and features of fog computing and study critical roles
of fog nodes, including real-time services, transient storage, data
dissemination and decentralized computation. We also examine
fog-assisted IoT applications based on different roles of fog nodes.
Then, we present security and privacy threats towards IoT appli-
cations and discuss the security and privacy requirements in
fog computing. Further, we demonstrate potential challenges to
secure fog computing and review the state-of-the-art solutions
used to address security and privacy issues in fog computing
for IoT applications. Finally, by defining several open research
issues, it is expected to draw more attention and efforts into this
new architecture.

Index Terms—Fog computing, Internet of Things, edge com-
puting, security and privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION

AGROWING number of physical objects are being con-
nected at an unprecedented rate realizing the idea of

the Internet of Things (IoT) [1]. It is the internetworking
of various objects and network connectivity that allows these
objects to communicate and exchange data, including sensors,
smart meters, smart phones, smart vehicles, radio-frequency
identification (RFID) tags, personal digital assistants (PDAs)
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and other items (embedded with electronics, software and
actuators) [2]. The interconnection of these devices enables
advanced IoT applications, e.g., product tracking, environment
monitoring, patients surveillance and energy management, and
expands the automation to our daily life. One of the IoT
applications is smart home, which enables residents to auto-
matically open their garage when arriving home, start air
condition, prepare coffee, and control lights, TV and other
appliances. IoT also plays an increasingly important role in
other domains, including smart city, smart grid, e-healthcare,
intelligent transportation, industrial automation and disaster
response. It opens the door to innovations that facilitate new
interactions among “things” and human, and provides new
opportunities to applications, infrastructures and services that
improve the quality of our daily life.

The growth of IoT leads to the generation of large amounts
of data, which possess massive computing resources, stor-
age space and communication bandwidth. Cisco predicts that
50 billion devices would connect the Internet by 2020 [3],
this number would reach 500 billion by 2025 [4]. The
data produced by human, machines and “things” would
reach 500 zettabytes by 2019, but the IP traffic of global
data centers would only reach 10.4 zettabytes [5]. Then,
45% of IoT-created data would be stored, processed and
analyzed upon close to, or at the edge of network [6].
Some IoT applications might need fast response, some
might involve private data, which should be stored and pro-
cessed locally, and some might produce large volumes of
data, which could be a heavy burden for networks [7].
Moreover, an increasing number of devices (e.g., smart
glasses, smart phones and vehicles) are involved in IoT for
collecting and delivering fine-grained data, which may con-
tain multimedia information (e.g., photos, videos and voices).
The large amounts of data result in heavy network conges-
tion and complicated processing load on devices and control
systems.

With the advance of IoT, fog computing [8], [9] has been
introduced to bring the provision of services closer to the
end-users by pooling the available computing, storage and
networking resources at the edge of the network. It is a
decentralized computing infrastructure, which utilizes one or
more IoT devices or near-user edge devices to collabora-
tively perform a substantial amount of communication, control,
storage and management. Through the connections between
fog nodes and devices, fog computing can reduce the pro-
cessing burden on resource-constrained devices, reach the
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latency requirements of delay-sensitive applications and over-
come the bandwidth constraints for centralized services [10].
Fog computing offers on-demand services and applications
proximate to devices, dense geographical distributed and low-
latency responses, resulting in superior user experience and
redundancy in case of failure [11].

As a nontrivial extension of cloud computing, it is inevitable
that some issues will continue to persist, especially security
and privacy issues [12], [13]. Fog computing is deployed by
different fog service providers that may not be fully trusted
and devices are vulnerable to be compromised. Fog nodes
are confronted with various security and privacy threats [14].
The IoT devices have constrained computing, storage and bat-
tery resources and are easy to be hacked, broken or stolen.
Although the existing solutions in cloud computing could be
migrated to address some security and privacy issues in fog
computing, it still has its specific security and privacy chal-
lenges due to its distinctive features, such as decentralized
infrastructure, mobility support, location awareness and low
latency. On the other hand, fog computing offers a more secure
infrastructure than cloud computing because of the local data
storage and the non-real time data exchange with cloud cen-
ters. Fog nodes could be represented as proxies for end-devices
to perform secure operations, if the devices lack of the suf-
ficient resources to do so [15]. Unfortunately, the security
and privacy issues and security resources in fog computing
have not been systematically identified. Therefore, to study
security and privacy goals of fog computing is quite crit-
ical prior to the design and implement of fog-assisted IoT
applications.

The research on the security and privacy issues of fog com-
puting for IoT is still in its early stage. In this survey, we
take a closer look at the fog-assisted IoT applications, secu-
rity challenges and state-of-the-art solutions. We start with
the evolution from cloud to fog computing, followed by the
architecture and features of fog computing. We also introduce
the roles of fog nodes, including real-time services, transient
storage, data dissemination and decentralized computation,
which contribute to various appealing IoT applications in smart
city, smart home, smart grid, e-healthcare system, intelligent
transportation, etc. Then, we present the security and privacy
threats and explore the security and privacy challenges in fog
computing. Further, we review the promising techniques to
resolve security and privacy issues, analyze how the exist-
ing approaches ensure fundamental security goals and protect
users’ privacy in fog-assisted IoT applications, and show our
insights on the achievements and leaving problems to secure
fog computing. Lastly, we present open research directions to
encourage more efforts on security and privacy preservation
in fog-assisted IoT applications.

The remainder of the survey is organized as follows. In
Section II, we discuss the difference between this survey and
the existing articles. We review the architecture of fog comput-
ing and the typical fog-assisted IoT applications in Section III,
and discuss security threats in Section IV, followed by secu-
rity challenges and solutions in Section V. Finally, we discuss
future directions in Section VI and conclude our survey in
Section VII.

II. RELATED WORKS

Recently, many articles have reviewed the state of the art of
fog paradigm and discussed the promising IoT applications in
a variety of domains, such as smart city, industrial automation,
smart healthcare and smart gird. Yi et al. [16] discussed the
definition of fog computing, introduced several representative
application scenarios, including content delivery and caching,
real-time video analytics and mobile big data analytics, and
identified potential issues in the context of fog computing,
such as fog networking, computation offloading and resource
management. Sarkar and Misra [17] introduced the theoreti-
cal modelling of fog computing and compared its performance
with cloud computing in terms of service latency and energy
consumption. Varghese et al. [18] highlighted the feasibility of
fog computing. Compared with the cloud-only model, the fog
computing can reduce the average response time by 20% for a
user and the data traffic by 90% between the network edge and
the cloud. Sarkar et al. [19] assessed the suitability of fog com-
puting by characterizing power consumption, service latency,
CO2 emission and cost, and evaluating its performance for an
environment with a large number of end-devices demanding
real-time services. With the increasing number of applications
demanding real-time services, fog computing can decrease
by 50% on response delay compared with the traditional
cloud computing. Dantu et al. [20] discussed the reliabil-
ity and adaptability of deploying fog computing on Android
phones and analyzed the feasibility for the smart phones
to be fog nodes. Based on the feasibility of deployment,
Varshney and Simmhan [21] discussed the use cases of fog
computing in urban surveillance, smart power grid and drones,
and compared the distinguished features of fog, edge and
cloud computing on resource characteristics, physical access
and mobility support. Perera et al. [22] surveyed the use case
scenarios in smart cities and discussed the common features
of fog computing, including dynamic discovery of Internet
objects, dynamic configuration, device management, network-
level protocols and application-level protocols. Tao et al. [23]
integrated fog and cloud to build 5G-enabled Vehicle-to-Grid
(V2G) networks to facilitate the quick growth of enriched
V2G services. Markakis et al. [24] exploited the fog and mist
paradigms to design a beyond 5G ecosystem where heteroge-
neous fixed and mobile edge nodes form an archipelago of
interconnected islands of resources to support smart cities and
industrial automation. Some articles [25]–[27] exploited the
smart gateways at the edge of the network to offer several
high-level services, such as local storage, real-time local data
processing and embedded data analysis, based on fog comput-
ing and presented different use cases in smart healthcare IoT
systems. Although most of these articles considered the secu-
rity and privacy threats as the main challenges of fog-assisted
IoT applications, they just discussed the security and privacy
challenges in a very high level. There is no comprehensive
survey to study the security and privacy challenges in detail
and review the existing techniques and solutions in fog com-
puting, except [12]. In [12], a detailed analysis on the security
threats, challenges and mechanisms was presented to explore
potential synergies and venues of collaboration on the research
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TABLE I
LIST OF ACRONYMS

of all edge paradigms, including fog computing, mobile edge
computing and mobile cloud computing. Roman et al. [12]
presented the security threats on network infrastructure, edge
data center, virtualization infrastructure and user devices, and
reviewed eight security challenges and the existing mecha-
nisms to solve these challenges. Different from the above
articles, we show a comprehensive analysis on fog computing
and its security and privacy issues, including (i) the evolution
from cloud computing to fog computing; (ii) the typical fog-
assisted IoT applications classified on different roles of fog
nodes; (iii) the security and privacy challenges of fog com-
puting and their existing solutions and mechanisms; (iv) the
overall insights on the security and privacy issues that the
state-of-the-art solutions cannot address due to its unique fea-
tures; (v) the open research issues and future directions in fog
computing, including inherent location privacy leakage, pri-
vacy exposure in data combination, detection of rogue fog
nodes and IoT devices, and the decentralized and scalable
secure infrastructure.

III. OVERVIEW OF FOG COMPUTING

In this section, we review the evolution from cloud to
fog computing, present the architecture and features of fog
computing and introduce the fog-assisted IoT applications.

A. Evolution From Cloud to Fog

IoT enables connected devices to collect data and com-
municate with each other. The IoT devices are generally
characterized by physical objects with small size, widely dis-
tributed, with limited storage and processing capacity, such
that IoT lacks of various important features, including scalabil-
ity, flexibility, reliability, interoperability and efficiency. Cloud
computing [28] has offered a practical solution to address
these issues for IoT applications. It enables individuals and

enterprises to on-demand use centralized, shared and scal-
able computing resources and storage services for improving
quality of services and reducing management costs [29]. The
integration of cloud computing and IoT enables centralized
data storage and management, powerful data processing capa-
bilities, scalable resources allocation and rapid applications
deployment with minimal cost [30]. The cloud serves as the
brain to effectively transform data to insight and drive produc-
tive, cost-effective action, resulting to improve the accuracy
of decision-making and optimize Internet-based interactions,
which dramatically changes the way we live in our daily life.

Cloud-based IoT architecture can be divided into two lay-
ers, the top layer and the bottom layer. The top layer is the
data storage and control layer, in which the cloud offers an
effective approach to manage and composite IoT services and
implement IoT applications by exploiting the devices and data
collected from these devices. Specifically, the cloud not only
provides centralized storage, processing and access for large-
scale data, but also offers various applications and services
through the virtualization technique to users. It bridges the gap
between objects and applications and hides all the complex-
ity and functionalities in implementation. The bottom layer
has billions of IoT devices connected with each other and the
cloud. The pervasive presence of IoT devices around human
enables to measure, infer, understand and reconstruct the envi-
ronment. These devices may not only include complex devices,
e.g., mobile phones, smart glasses, cameras and vehicles, but
also comprise daily objects, e.g., appliances, furniture, food,
clothing and work of arts [31]. The two layers are connected
through communication medium and equipment, such as gate-
ways, routers and bridges, and exchange data via standard
communication protocols [32].

Despite the benefits of the integration of cloud comput-
ing and IoT are attractive, cloud computing is not a panacea
that can address all the problems in IoT. This centralization
of resources implies a large separation between IoT devices
and the cloud, which results in the increase of the average
network latency and jitter [12]. Due to this physical distance,
the cloud cannot directly access local contextual informa-
tion, e.g., local network condition, users’ mobility pattern and
precise location information. Further, the IoT devices and end-
users are unable to access delay-sensitive applications because
of communication delay, e.g., smart traffic lights and aug-
mented reality. Therefore, there should be a novel technology
to expand the IoT to support delay-sensitive, location-aware
and mobility-supported applications.

The concept of fog computing was introduced by Cisco
in 2012, which is defined as “an extension of the cloud
computing paradigm that provides computation, storage, and
networking services between end devices and traditional cloud
servers” [33]. Fog computing is not a replacement of the cloud
for remote data storage and processing, but complement it:
fog nodes facilitate the creation of a hierarchical infrastruc-
ture, along with the cloud, in which transit data storage and
local data analysis are performed at fog nodes, and permanent
storage and global analysis are executed at the cloud [12].
The fog nodes are deployed heterogeneously at the edge of
network proximate to the devices.
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TABLE II
COMPARISON OF CLOUD AND FOG FEATURES [9]

The initial definition has been extended to shape the fea-
tures of fog computing. It is extended as “a scenario where
a huge number of heterogeneous (wireless and sometimes
autonomous), ubiquitous and decentralized devices commu-
nicate and potentially cooperate among them and with the
network to perform storage and processing tasks without the
intervention of third parties” [9]. This definition encompasses
the key ingredients of fog computing: ubiquity, decentral-
ization, improved network capabilities and better support for
cooperation among fog nodes. Under this definition, fog com-
puting is not only an extension of cloud computing, but also
a novel paradigm of its own [34]. Fog computing has basic
computing, storage and networking resources to support new
services and applications, and users can lease the facilities
and resources provided by fog nodes to access the services
and applications. “Fog as a Service (FaaS)” becomes an excit-
ing new opportunity for the service providers, in which a fog
service provider builds an array of fog nodes at geographic
locations to offer certain services to many users from vertical
markets. Therefore, fog computing can be deemed as a service
model, in which data can be stored, analyzed and processed
by fog nodes within the network, rather than in a centralized
cloud [17]. Table II compares the features of the cloud and
fog computing to clarify how their differences [9].

To deal with the increasing number of connected things
and emerging applications in IoT, fog computing smartly
orchestrates and manages computing, storage and networking
resources provisioned at the network edge. By utilizing these
resources close to end users, fog computing provides a range
of new applications and services, such as hierarchical data ana-
lytics and smart infrastructure management (e.g., smart traffic
lights, smart wind farms and smart parking reservation), to
help to address challenges of cloud-based services with high
delay and constrained bandwidth and IoT devices with limited
resources. In fog-assisted IoT applications, the time-sensitive
data is stored, processed and analyzed on fog nodes close to
the devices for providing real-time control and analytics within
millisecond response time [8]. If permanent storage and global
analysis are required, fog nodes periodically send data sum-
maries to the cloud. Therefore, whether an IoT device is served
by the cloud, the fog or an adequate combination of both is
determined by the requirements and constraints of IoT appli-
cations [35]. Hence, fog computing is not a competitor of the

cloud in IoT applications; on the contrary, it is envisioned as
a perfect complement for a large number of applications and
services, in which the cloud computing is insufficient to satisfy
their requirements.

The efforts on building a set of standardized fog computing
architectures have been made in both industry and academia.
Cisco proposed IOx service, which combines IoT applications
within fog nodes and Cisco IOS to achieve rapid, secure and
reliable services. The IOx application framework provides con-
sistent data management and service hosting across network
infrastructure products, including Cisco routers, switches and
computing modules. Cisco also provides Fog Director to
manage large-scale production deployments of IOx-enabled
fog applications. Moreover, ISO/IEC 20248 [36] specifies a
method whereby data stored within a barcode and/or RFID
tag can be identified, read, interpreted and verified by fog
nodes using Automated Identification Data Carriers (AIDC).
The OpenFog Consortium was established to create an open
architecture for fog computing, build operational models and
testbeds, define and advance technology and promote business
development through a thriving OpenFog ecosystem. In addi-
tion, the integrated architecture of fog computing and radio
access network, called F-RAN [37], has been introduced to
reduce the service latency by exploiting local signal processing
and computing, cooperative resource management, and dis-
tributed storing/caching capabilities at the network edge [38].
Meanwhile, another architecture deploying fogs on top of
cloud-radio access network (C-RAN) has been designed based
on a software-defined network (SDN) approach to support the
cloud-fog interoperation for 5G wireless network [39]. With
the proposed architectures and frameworks, the applications
of fog computing have been explored to support various IoT
systems and services, including augmented reality [16], per-
vasive health monitoring [40], energy management [41] and
website categories [42].

Edge computing [7], [43] is a similar concept with
fog computing, which also pushes the services, storage
and computing resources away from central servers to the
network edge. It can reduce the communication overhead
between the central servers and network edge by perform-
ing data analysis and knowledge discovery at or near the
data sources [44], [45]. The edge network is defined as
opposed to the core network, whereas fog computing is an
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Fig. 1. Three-Layer Architecture of Fog Computing for IoT Applications: From Cloud, Fog to IoT Devices.

end-to-end horizontal architecture that distributes control,
computing, networking and storage sources and services along
the cloud-to-device continuum. In this sense, the differences
between fog and edge are as follows [46]. First, fog computing
is decentralized that enables the management and orchestra-
tion of resources distributed in the network, anywhere from
the central servers to end-devices. Second, fog computing pro-
vides a seamless continuum of services from cloud to devices,
rather than treating the network edges as isolated computing
platforms. Third, fog computing is a horizontal platform that
supports various IoT applications, even Internet-of-Everything,
through the wired or wireless access networks, including but
not limited to the cellular network. While the edge comput-
ing aims to offer computing capability at the edge of cellular
network, e.g., the base station [47].

B. Architecture of Fog Computing

Fog computing architecture can be divided into two cate-
gories, Cloud-Fog-Device framework and Fog-Device frame-
work. The former consists of three distinct layers, namely, the
device layer, the fog layer and the cloud layer, as depicted in
Fig. 1, and the latter has two layers, the device layer and the
fog layer. These layers are arranged in an increasing order of
computing and storage capabilities. To achieve inter layer and
cross layers’ communications, various communication tech-
nologies are used to connect each entity, including wired
communication (e.g., Ethernet, optical fiber), wireless com-
munication (e.g., Bluetooth, LTE, ZigBee, NFC, IEEE 802.11
a/b/c/g/n, satellite links) or a combination of both [48]. The
visualization technologies, such as network functions virtual-
ization and software-defined network [9], are used to achieve
network virtualization and traffic engineering. Each layer is
scalable and flexible, indicating that it can be enhanced to

involve numerous entities if the demand arises. All three lay-
ers can be connected with public authorities (e.g., certificate
authority, key generation center, judgers and police) through
direct or indirect links. In case of any threat is detected, the
public authorities immediately join to handle the accident.

The device layer has two types of devices, mobile IoT
devices and fixed IoT devices. The mobile IoT devices are
carried by their owners, such as wearable devices (e.g., fitness
trackers, wearable cameras, smart clothes and sports bracelets)
and mobile smart devices (smart phones, smart watches, smart
glasses, vehicles) [48]. All devices belonging to the same
owner can form a group and communicate with each other
using wireless ad hoc networks. The fixed IoT devices (e.g.,
sensors and RFID tags) are pre-deployed in specific areas or on
particular products to fulfill pre-defined tasks (e.g., products
tracing, forest fire detection and air quality monitoring). These
IoT devices have limited computing and storage resources,
and restricted bandwidth in general [49], such that they can-
not respond emerging events. Their responsibility is to collect
raw data and report them to the upper layer. For example, to
build smart city, there will be numerous IoT devices both fixed
and mobile installed around the city, and connect with each
other and collect data on all aspects of the city.

The fog layer consists of network equipment, such as
routers, bridges, gateways, switches and base stations, aug-
mented with computational capability, and local servers (e.g.,
industrial controllers, embedded servers, mobile phones and
video surveillance cameras). These devices, called fog nodes
in fog computing, can be deployed anywhere with network
connections: in a smart phone, on a factory floor, on a roadside
unit, in a vehicle or on top of a power pole. The fog nodes
are hierarchically distributed between the IoT devices and the
cloud servers in the Cloud-Fog-Device framework or above
the IoT devices in Fog-Device framework. This layer tends to
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extend the cloud computing to the network edge. It has certain
computing and storage prowess and autonomy to reduce the
processing load on resource-constrained IoT devices. Apart
from conventional communications (e.g., package forwarding
and routing), some real-time and latency-sensitive applications
can be relegated from cloud servers to fog nodes. Since the
applications are located in the fog nodes only one/two-hop
away from devices, they possess regional knowledge about the
devices and their owners (i.e., users), e.g., local network condi-
tion, users’ mobility pattern and precise location information.
In Fog-Device framework, the fog nodes cooperatively offer
various services without the involvement of cloud servers,
e.g., decentralized vehicular navigation [50], indoor floor plan
reconstruction [51], smart traffic lights [52] and local con-
tent distribution [53]. In Cloud-Fog-Device framework, the fog
nodes provide transient storage and real-time analysis on the
data collected by IoT devices and periodically send data sum-
maries to the cloud through the forwarding of other fog nodes
located at higher levels in the network hierarchy.

The cloud layer in Cloud-Fog-Device framework is a con-
solidated computing and storage platform that provides various
IoT applications from a global perspective. The cloud has
significant storage space and computing resources and is
accessible for users at anytime and from anywhere, as long as
their devices are connected to the Internet. It utilizes virtualiza-
tion technology to achieve the isolation of distinct users’ data
and IoT applications, such that these applications can indepen-
dently and concurrently provide different services to distinct
users. The cloud receives data summaries from various fog
nodes, and performs global analysis on the data submitted by
fog nodes and the data from other sources to improve business
insight in IoT applications [8], such as smart power distribu-
tion [54], health status monitoring [33] and network resource
optimization [55]. In addition, the cloud also sends policies
to the fog layer to improve the quality of latency-sensitive
services offered by fog nodes.

C. Features of Fog Computing

Fog computing is a distributed framework that offers IoT
applications at the edge of the network by leveraging edge
resources. The major feature of fog computing is to tackle the
IoT data locally by utilizing the fog nodes placed near users
to bring about the convenience of data storage, computation,
transmission, control and management. Compared with cloud
computing, fog computing has five distinguished features [52]
as follows:

• Location Awareness [52]: The location of fog nodes can
be traced actively or passively to support devices with rich
services at the network edge. Fog computing dedicates on
local IoT applications accessible for the devices at certain
areas via specific fog nodes. Therefore, it is aware of the
devices’ regions based on the locations of fog nodes.

• Geographic Distribution [52]: The fog nodes are
deployed at certain positions, such as along highways and
roadways, on cellular base stations, on a museum floor
and at a point of interest. The reason is to guarantee that
the fog nodes can receive high-quality data stream from

Fig. 2. Characteristics of Fog Computing.

IoT devices, even when these devices pass between two
fog nodes.

• Low Latency [52]: Thanks to the computing and storage
resources, fog nodes can provide computation services
and make decisions based on local data without the cloud.
Since the fog nodes are proximate to the IoT devices, the
latency of the response is much lower than that made by
the cloud.

• Large-Scale IoT Applications Support [33]: Fog comput-
ing is introduced to support large-scale IoT applications,
which bring heavy management overhead to the cen-
tralized cloud. In large-scale IoT applications, such as
environment monitoring, power grid management, water
treatment management and climate change monitoring,
fog computing has its prowess and autonomy to manage
billions of IoT devices.

• Decentralization [9]: Fog computing is a decentralized
architecture that there is no centralized server to manage
resources and services. The fog nodes self-organize to
cooperatively provide real-time services and IoT applica-
tions to users.

In addition, fog computing has several general character-
istics, including mobility support, predominance of wireless
access, heterogeneity, online analytics and interplay with the
cloud [33]. The Fig. 2 illustrates all the characteristics of fog
computing, including distinguished and general features.

D. Fog-Assisted IoT Applications

In this subsection, we introduce the roles of fog
nodes, including real-time services, transient storage, data
dissemination and decentralized computation, and exhibit
some typical applications as examples to demonstrate the
prospects of fog computing in IoT, as shown in Fig. 3.

1) Real-Time Services for Fog: With computational and
storage capabilities, fog nodes behave as a surrogate of cloud
or a private cloud close to IoT devices, handling local real-time
computation services. Specifically, the fog nodes deployed at
the network edge offer IoT applications and services, and
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Fig. 3. Roles and Fog-Assisted IoT Applications.

receive data from the IoT devices to make decisions and con-
trol the activities of these devices within millisecond response
time [8]. Therefore, many delay-sensitive IoT applications can
be built to achieve fast decision-making based on collected
local data. We showcase some examples of fog-assisted IoT
applications, in which fog nodes offer real-time control and
fast decision-making for users.

Smart Traffic Lights [57]: At a crossroads, a fog node
detects the flashing lights of an ambulance or a police car
using video cameras and automatically changes traffic lights
to open the lines for fast driving through. The fog nodes also
can use the deployed sensors on roads to detect the presence
of pedestrian and bicycles and measure the driving speed and
distances of approaching vehicles, and thereby change traffic
lights to make convenient to pedestrian and bicycles. In addi-
tion, neighboring fog nodes coordinate to send warning signals
to the approaching vehicles to avoid collision. Therefore, the
smart traffic lights can do rapid response to the approach-
ing pedestrian, bicycles and vehicles based on the collected
data from video cameras and sensors. Therefore, smart traffic
lights can contribute to create green traffic for vehicles and
pedestrian.

Healthcare and Activity Tracking [58]: Fog computing can
play an important role in smart e-healthcare systems. For
example, fog computing can be used to detect, predict and
prevent falls for stroke patients and sudden cardiac death for
cardiovascular patients. The fog nodes (i.e., smart phones) can
start alarms and send warning signals to hospitals once they
detect sudden events happening, such that the chance of sur-
vival can be dramatically improved. Moreover, fog nodes can
provide automatically personal care for patients in hospitals.
They can collect data from sensors deployed on the body of
patients to discover emergent events and thereby take actions
timely to give intensive care. Therefore, smart e-healthcare
systems can definitely shorten the time of first aid and improve
the success rate in rescuing patients.

Decentralized Vehicular Navigation [50]: Real-time traffic
information is essential to monitor congestion and navigate for
drivers. How to collect real-time road conditions and respond

proper paths to drivers timely is a critical problem in naviga-
tion systems. Fog computing plays an important role in local
data collection and navigation result response. Specifically, fog
nodes, which are upgraded roadside units that stretch to have
computational capabilities and storage spaces, can maintain
traffic information reported by the driving vehicles in their
coverage areas. If a fog node receives a navigation request
from a vehicle, it can cooperate with other fog nodes to gen-
erate a proper driving path for the querying vehicle to its
destination, and rapidly return the path to the querying vehicle.
Thus, the vehicle can enjoy real-time navigation services flex-
ibly and take actions to avoid being stuck in traffic congestion
promptly.

In addition, fog computing enables other low-latency and
autonomous local IoT applications, such as home energy man-
agement [41], augmented reality and gaming [58], indoor
location and navigation [59] and network resource manage-
ment [60].

2) Transient Storage for Fog: Fog nodes are equipped with
certain storage resources to temporarily maintain the data col-
lected by IoT devices. This transient data storage not only
allows users to maintain the data frequently accessed, but also
achieves rapid data update in a flexible and efficient way.
Generally, the fog nodes keep the data for a short time period,
such as 1-2 hours, and then discard the provisional data or send
the ultimate data to the cloud. Therefore, the transient stor-
age on fog nodes can significantly reduce the communication
overhead between the fog nodes and the cloud, and dramat-
ically shorten the response time of data access and update.
Several fog-assisted IoT applications can be realized, such as
edge content cashing, temporary files maintenance, software
and credentials updating and shopping cart management.

Edge Content Caching [55]: Fog nodes can provide con-
tent caching services for Web content access. When a user
accesses content on cloud servers, the user can get served
directly from the fog nodes if this content has been accessed
by other users and cached on fog nodes, such that the delay of
content accessing can be reduced. A platform [42] has been
proposed to classify websites and define caching priority in a
fog node. By doing so, Web response time can be reduced by
20%. Another application is to use on-board fog nodes over
inter-state buses to provide entertainment services to passen-
gers [57]. Specifically, the fog nodes deployed on buses can
offer on-boarding video streaming and social services to pas-
sengers through WiFi and refresh the cached content to cloud
servers via cellular network. Therefore, edge content caching
can improve users’ experience and reduce network overhead
for content delivery.

Shopping Cart Management [43]: Fog computing can
improve users’ experience in online shopping. Traditionally, a
user’s shopping cart is maintained on the cloud, the update of
shopping cart view may take a long time depending on network
bandwidth and server loads. This delay may be longer for
mobile devices due to the low bandwidth of wireless network.
With fog computing, when a user accesses the shopping cart,
the fog node caches it and performs the updating operations
until the user loges out the cart. To keep the consistency of
shopping cart, the fog node sends the final version to the cloud
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to permanently update the shopping cart. Therefore, fog-based
shopping cart management can reduce the delay of shopping
cart update and increase users’ satisfaction.

Software and Credential Updating [10]: With storage space
on fog nodes, there is no need for IoT devices, especially
resource-constrained devices, to perform complicated proto-
cols or procedures to acquire and update software and security
credentials from remote clouds. The fog nodes can auto-
matically acquire and cache the required software, keys and
credentials on behalf of IoT devices and the IoT devices can
retrieve the needed content from the fog nodes. For exam-
ple, electronic control units on a vehicle no longer need to
communicate with the remote off-board control systems to
acquire or update software and credentials. Instead, a fog node
(e.g., on-board unit, on-board controller) on the vehicle can
acquire the software and credentials in advance and distribute
them to the electronic control units. Thus, the communication
bandwidth of IoT devices can be saved and the IoT devices
do not need to perform complex operations to acquire these
contents.

3) Data Dissemination for Fog: As intermediate nodes in
network, fog nodes take conventional communication func-
tions, such as data aggregation, package forwarding and
routing. They submit the data collected by IoT devices to the
cloud, and distribute the data received from the cloud to the
IoT devices. This two-way data delivery builds network con-
nectivity between the cloud and IoT devices. With storage
and communication resources on fog nodes, local data collec-
tion and content distribution become convenient and flexible.
Moreover, the fog nodes can perform simple processing on
the received data. Specifically, the fog nodes can not only
deduplicate the data collected by numerous IoT devices to
improve communication and storage efficiency, but also select
proper audiences to increase the accuracy of content distribu-
tion. Overall, the involvement of fog nodes can significantly
optimize large-scale data collection and content distribution
services.

Energy Consumption Collection [58]: In smart grid, the
operation center frequently collects the power consumption
of every household, which is used to optimize energy gen-
eration, distribution and billing. Conventionally, smart meters
equipped on houses independently report consumption mea-
surements to the operation center, which causes unacceptable
communication overhead between smart meters and the oper-
ation center. Advanced Metering Regional Collector (AMRC)
can act as a fog node to aggregate the consumption mea-
surements and report the sum of power consumption in its
residential area to the operation center, such that the cost on
communication bandwidth between AMRC and the operation
center can be significantly reduced. In addition, AMRC can
also transiently store the individual consumption and calcu-
late the monthly cost on power for each household based on
dynamic electricity price to achieve real-time load monitoring
and dynamic billing, simultaneously. Therefore, the fog nodes
can play an important role on energy consumption collection
for smart grid.

Local Content Distribution [53]: Fog nodes can distribute
local content to IoT devices on behalf of local servers.

For example, fog nodes can broadcast traffic information,
advertisements and other relevant information (e.g., restau-
rants, motels and gas stations) to the driving vehicles on roads.
Another example is the parking navigation service in a large
parking lot [61]. In this service, a fog node deployed at the
entrance of the parking lot, can collect data from parking lot
video cameras and sensors on parking spaces, analyze the data
to generate the parking information, including parking lot map
and vacant parking spaces, for providing parking navigation
for the vehicles entering the parking lot, predicting store traf-
fic flow and optimizing checkout staffing. Moreover, fog nodes
on road can cooperatively offer parking navigation service to
the vehicles for finding or reserving accessible parking spaces
near their destinations [62]. Therefore, with the involvement
of fog nodes, local content distribution becomes powerful and
brings convenience to our daily life.

Fog-based Malware Defense [63]: Security protection
mechanisms can be implemented on fog nodes to eliminate
the requirements of software and hardware installment, man-
agement and update on IoT devices. For example, malware
defense is a resource-consuming task for IoT devices that
requires large storage space, timely processing and global
intelligence. In fog computing, malware defense can be moved
to a cluster of fog nodes close to the protected IoT devices
and each fog node has certain threat defense capability to
high-fidelity determine whether the packages contain mal-
ware or not. As a result, the fog nodes can make efficient
use of shared resources to improve complementary defense
capabilities, by preventing attackers from disrupting security
operation. Furthermore, a cluster of fog nodes can collabo-
ratively detect the compromised devices, assess the potential
impacts of infected files and clean up these files.

4) Decentralized Computation for Fog: With storage and
computing resources, it is possible for multiple fog nodes
to cooperatively perform decentralized data computation.
Specifically, the fog nodes can not only collaboratively take
computation tasks for the cloud, but also assist users to per-
form heavy computational operations on behalf of proxies.
Thus, either the cloud or IoT devices can be free from heavy
computational tasks.

Computation Offloading [7], [64]: In cloud computing,
cloud servers have to perform heavy computational tasks
for maintaining services and applications for users. Although
they are assumed to have infinite computational capabilities,
this centralized computation model is not energy-efficient and
causes large delay on service response. Fog computing extends
the computing resources to the network edge, such that the fog
nodes are enabled to distributively execute the computation for
cloud servers [43]. By doing so, the cloud servers can be free
from heavy computational tasks, and the latency of service
response can be reduced meanwhile. In addition, partial com-
putational tasks on fog nodes can be further offloaded to smart
devices to take full advantages of computing resources on
these devices [65]. Therefore, computation offloading is criti-
cal to improve resource utilization, save energy consumption
and reduce response delay.

Aided Computation: Because of the limited computational
capability, it is hard for IoT devices to perform complicated
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computations, such as image processing, video clips and cryp-
tographic operations. Therefore, how to do complex operations
on resource-constrained devices is critical for users. With the
involvement of fog nodes, some time-consuming computa-
tional operations can be moved to the fog nodes. For example,
to verify the validity of a digital signature, a fog node can aid
IoT devices to execute bilinear pairing, which is too time-
consuming to be computed by the IoT devices [66]. In cloud
data outsourcing [67], the fog nodes can help users to com-
pute homomorphic authenticators to reduce the computational
overhead on users’ devices. In summary, fog nodes can under-
take complex computing tasks for IoT devices to improve the
computational efficiency.

Big Data Analytics [7]: With the increasing volumes of
data generated by IoT devices, data analytics becomes a
huge challenge for the cloud, specifically for latency-sensitive
applications, such as finding a missing child via video ana-
lytics. Nowadays, video cameras are widely deployed at
each crossroads and populated areas (e.g., airports, squares,
plazas, shopping malls and railway stations). When a child
is missing, it is possible to find the trajectory by using
video cameras. Nevertheless, the data on video cameras is
usually maintained locally due to privacy concern or traf-
fic cost, which causes huge difficulty to leverage these data
to find the missing child. Moreover, even if the data can
be accessed by the cloud, the data uploading and searching
have to take a long time, which is intolerable for finding the
missing child. By utilizing fog computing, the request of miss-
ing child searching can be performed on the video cameras
and only the result would be reported to the cloud. In this
paradigm, the result can be obtained much faster than that
of cloud-based searching. Therefore, local big data analytics
is quite important for time-sensitive IoT applications with
large-scale data.

We have mentioned various fog-assisted IoT applications
according to different roles of fog nodes, which contribute to
the development of smart city [68], and its critical components,
including smart transportation, smart grid, smart e-healthcare
and other related aspects. In Table III, we illustrate the fog-
assisted IoT applications discussed in literatures.

IV. SECURITY THREATS OF FOG COMPUTING

Cloud computing is vulnerable to be hacked by external
attackers because of the centralized data storage and comput-
ing framework. The major cloud computing vendors, such as
Google, Amazaon and Yaho, successively appeared large-scale
data leakage accidents. Cloud security has become an impor-
tant factor restricting the development of cloud computing. As
a non-trivial extension of cloud computing, fog computing is
considered to be a more secure architecture than cloud com-
puting due to the following reasons: First of all, the collected
data is transiently maintained and analyzed on local fog node
closest to data sources, which decreases the dependency on the
Internet connections. Local data storage, exchange and analy-
sis make it difficult for hackers to gain access to users’ data.
Secondly, the information exchange between the devices and
the cloud no longer happens in real-time, so that it is hard for

TABLE III
FOG-ASSISTED IOT APPLICATIONS IN SMART CITY

eavesdroppers to discern the sensitive information of a specific
user.

However, fog computing cannot be deemed to be secure,
since it still inherits various security risks from cloud com-
puting. In general, the fog nodes and clouds are honest-but-
curious. They are deployed by fog and cloud vendors to offer
specific services honestly to users for their own benefits. On
one hand, for monetary reasons, they may not deviate from
the protocols agreed upon among the ones involved, on the
other hand, they may snoop on the content of maintained data
and the personal information about data owners. Further, the
employees in fog or cloud service providers might acquire per-
sonal information about users, resulting in the privacy leakage
for users. In addition, the fog nodes or cloud servers may
become the major targets of hackers that use any possible
method to reach their own goals unscrupulously. Therefore, the
fog nodes or cloud servers could be honest-but-curious, even
malicious. Specifically, an attacker may launch the following
attacks [12] to disrupt the fog computing.

(1) Forgery: Malicious attackers may not only forge their
identities and profiles, but also generate fake information to
mislead other entities. In addition, the network resources,
such as bandwidth, storage and energy, would be excessively
consumed by the faked data.

(2) Tampering: A tampering attacker could maliciously
drop, delay or modify transmitting data to disrupt fog com-
puting and degrade its efficiency. It is difficult to detect some
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tampering behaviors, since the wireless channel condition and
user mobility may result in the transmission failure and delay.

(3) Spam: Spam data refers to the unwanted content, such as
redundant information, false collected data from users, which
is generated and spread by attackers. The spam would result
in the unnecessary network resource consumption, misleading
social friends, and even privacy leakage.

(4) Sybil: Sybil attackers either manipulate fake identities
or abuse pseudonyms in order to compromise or control the
effectiveness of fog computing. For example, they could gener-
ate incorrect crowdsensing reports, such that the crowdsensing
results may not be trustworthy. In addition, Sybil attackers
could invade legitimate user’s private information.

(5) Jamming: An attacker deliberately generates a huge of
bogus messages to jam communication channels or computing
resources, such that other users are prohibited from normal
communication and computation.

(6) Eavesdropping: Malicious attackers listen on communi-
cation channels to capture transmitting packets and read the
content. This type of network attack is quite effective if the
data lacks of encryption.

(7) Denial-of-Service: An attacker disrupts the services pro-
vided by fog nodes to make them unavailable to its intended
users, by flooding the target fog nodes with superfluous
requests. This attack consumes network resources to prevent
the requests from legitimate users from being fulfilled. A fog
node is pretty vulnerable to denial-of-service (DoS) attacks
compared with the cloud as its available resource is limited.

(8) Collusion: Two or more parties collude together to
deceive, mislead, or defraud other legal entities or obtain an
unfair advantage. In fog computing, any two or more parties
can collude to increase their attack capability, such as several
fog nodes, IoT devices, IoT devices with the cloud, or fog
nodes with IoT devices.

(9) Man-in-the-Middle: A malicious attacker stands in the
middle of two parties to secretly relay or modify the exchang-
ing data between these parties, however, these two parties
believe that they are directly communicating with each other.

(10) Impersonation: A malicious attacker pretends a legit-
imate user to enjoy the services provided by fog nodes, or
impersonates a legitimate fog node to offer fake or phishing
services to users.

In addition, privacy is a critical issue in fog computing as the
users’ sensitive data is involved in the collection, transmission,
processing and sharing. Data owners are not willing to expose
their privacy to others, but the leakage of privacy is oblivious.
A user’s privacy may include four aspects, that is, identity
privacy, data privacy, usage privacy and location privacy.

(1) Identity Privacy: The identity of a user includes the
name, address, telephone number, visa number, license num-
ber and public-key certificate that any information can link to
a specific user. Users’ identities are vulnerable to be disclosed
from the information submitted to fog nodes for authentication.

(2) Data Privacy: Users’ data may be exposed to an
untrusted party when they are maintaining on fog nodes, and
transmitting between two parties. By analyzing these data, var-
ious sensitive information can be obtained, such as a user’s
preference, occupation, address, health status and political

inclination. For example, a medical record poses the patient’s
health status, and a vote exposes the voter’s political intention.

(3) Usage Privacy: Usage privacy mainly refers to the usage
pattern with which a user utilizes the services offered by
fog nodes. For example, the readings of a smart meter may
disclose the living habits of a family, such as at what time the
residents go to sleep, and at what time they are not at home,
which absolutely violates residents’ privacy.

(4) Location Privacy: Currently, massive applications on
mobile devices collect users’ location information. It seems
that location privacy is a kind of privacy that we have to sac-
rifice in order to enjoy online services, such as navigation and
location-based services. However, location privacy preserva-
tion is critical indeed. From the collected location information,
an attacker is able to identify a user’s trajectory, identity, points
of interest, etc., resulting in the exposure of users’ privacy.
Unfortunately, it is of difficulty to protect users’ locations in
fog computing. As a user can access the services provided
by the nearest fog node using IoT devices, this fog node can
infer that this user is nearby and far from other fog nodes.
Moreover, if a user accesses multiple services offered by the
fog nodes deployed at different locations, it may disclose the
path trajectory to the fog nodes.

The IoT devices are the major sources of security threats of
fog computing. With the increasing number of connected IoT
devices, the vulnerability of IoT devices exacerbates users’
concerns on security and privacy. Due to the lack of sufficient
security protection, IoT devices are vulnerable to be hacked,
broken or stolen. These compromised devices can become
powerful and distributed sources to corrupt normal services.
In October 2016, an Internet company, Dyn, was crippled by
massive distributed DoS attacks from a large number of unse-
cured Internet-connected devices, such as home routers and
surveillance cameras, which repeatedly disrupt the availability
of Twitter, Netflix, Amazon and PayPal [69]. IoT botnets will
remain a huge threat towards the network services. Besides,
illegal network access frequently happens in a public environ-
ment. Kaspersky Lab detected almost 3.5 million pieces of
malware on more than 1 million user devices in 2014 [70].
The malware steals credentials to gain access to the target-
hosted networks and services. In summary, the IoT devices
have been a new weapon for hackers, which brings enormous
security risks towards the availability and reliability of IoT
services, and thereby triggers numerous security and privacy
threats towards the infrastructure of fog computing and cloud
computing.

Due to the security and privacy threats in place, as shown
in Fig. 4, it is crucial to build efficient and effective secure
and privacy-preserving mechanisms in fog computing. Without
appropriate security and privacy protection, users may be
unwilling to participate in IoT applications, which impedes
the success of fog computing.

V. SECURING FOG: CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS

In this section, we further discuss security and privacy chal-
lenges of fog computing and review the existing methods that
can be used to address these challenges. We also show our
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Fig. 4. Security and Privacy Threats in Fog Computing [12].

insights on these approaches and demonstrate the challenges
on addressing the security and privacy issues of fog computing.

A. Challenges and Solutions on Real-Time Services

Fog computing provides a variety of low-latency IoT appli-
cations to users. Due to the existence of security threats in fog
computing, the users cannot set their minds at ease to enjoy
real-time services offered by fog nodes, if there is no effec-
tive security or privacy protection mechanism to guarantee
the security or prevent users’ privacy leakage in fog-assisted
IoT applications. Therefore, how to build secure real-time
services becomes extremely critical in fog computing. We dis-
cuss several security challenges and introduce some promising
techniques to overcome these challenges.

1) Identity Authentication: Fog, cloud service providers and
users in different trusted domains offer and access the real-time
services, respectively. This situation brings numerous secu-
rity challenges towards users’ data and IoT services, as it is
hard to ensure all involved entities trusted. Each user should
be authenticated to guarantee the authenticity and creditabil-
ity before accessing these services. Without sufficient security
guarantees, it would be easy for external attackers to target
the resources of services and infrastructure with impunity. For
example, an external attacker may successfully pretend one
of the legitimate parties to access services, and an internal
attacker would not leave a trail of evidence for misbehav-
ior detection behind their malicious activities. Therefore, it
is necessary to explore identity authentication mechanisms to
prevent illegitimate service access.

Currently, many identity authentication schemes have been
proposed [83]–[86] to realize the identity confirmation in
cloud-based or ad-hoc networks. Several efficient authentica-
tion mechanisms [87], [88] have been designed to support IoT
services (e.g., face identification) and build secure framework
based on fog computing. Nonetheless, these schemes do not
consider the mobility of IoT devices. In fog computing, fog
nodes collaboratively provide real-time services to users in
large areas and the users may travel from the coverage region
of a fog node to another. If each fog node independently
authenticates the users when service access, the latency may be
unacceptable in real-time services when the number of users
increases. Cooperative authentication schemes [89], [90] are
widely used to reduce authentication overhead and shorten the
authentication delay for individuals. These schemes employ
the users’ cooperation to eliminate redundant authentication

efforts on the same message by different users. Nevertheless,
since users may go through several coverage areas of fog nodes
in a high speed, it is also necessary to design efficient authen-
tication schemes supporting the cooperation of fog nodes to
verify the users’ identities or secure sharing of authentication
results among multiple fog nodes. Otherwise, the delay of real-
time services would be intolerable, as each fog node has to
authenticate the users’ identities before offering services.

In some real-time services, users are reluctant to disclose
their identities to fog nodes during authentication. For exam-
ple, the drivers on road are unwilling to expose their identities;
otherwise, an attacker would be easy to localize their cur-
rent position and draw the daily trajectory of a specific driver.
The wearable devices, such as smart glasses, smart watches
and smart bracelets, also disclose the location and identity
information to curious fog nodes. Anonymous authentication
enables the fog nodes to confirm the authenticity of a user
without exposing the user’s identity. Due to this promising
property, several anonymity techniques, e.g., pseudonyms [91],
group signatures [92] and k-anonymity [93], are widely used
to break the links between users’ identities and authentication
messages. With these anonymity approaches, the curious par-
ties, including fog nodes, the cloud and other users, cannot
distinguish the target users. Nevertheless, once the identities
are hidden, the network connections between the fog nodes and
devices have to be kept to ensure that the authentication results
and service responses can be delivered to the target devices
successfully. Unfortunately, it is hard to keep the connections
alive because of the mobility of users in reality, especially
for drivers in a high speed. To address this issue in vehic-
ular communications, Ni et al. [50], [62] utilized the data
retrieval approach to acquire the results of parking navigation
services from roadside units for drivers. Due to the distinc-
tive features of fog computing and diverse requirements of
real-time services, whether this method can be used in fog
computing is still an open problem. Furthermore, the users
may be re-identified under de-anonymization attacks [94], as
the anonymous data is cross-referenced with other data from
different sources, e.g., social graphs, trajectory and purchase
records. Therefore, the anonymity technique is not sufficient
for protecting users’ identities and privacy in fog computing.

Summary and Insights: The decentralization of fog com-
puting, the low latency of real-time service and the mobil-
ity of users bring a huge obstacle on the realization of
identity authentication. Cooperative authentication and other
authentication approaches with collaboration of fog nodes
deserve to focus on to reach the latency requirement for
real-time services and support the mobility of users. In
terms of anonymous authentication, the users’ mobility and
de-anonymization attacks are the major challenges for fog-
assisted IoT applications.

2) Access Control: In real-time services, different users
or IoT devices have distinctive rights to access each ser-
vice. The existence of an authorization architecture is equally
important for real-time services in fog computing. If there is
no authorization mechanism in place, anyone can imperson-
ate administrators, having powerful access rights to control
services and infrastructure. External attackers would be able
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to arbitrarily access personal accounts and temper normal
services. Therefore, it is crucial to deploy authorization mecha-
nisms in every trust domain to permit administrators to define
and enforce access policies in each domain. These policies
enable to handle the credentials for the entities, who are
deemed to be trusted based on access policies. Further, in
the definition of authorization policies, various users’ fac-
tors should be also taken into account, such as occupation,
trustworthiness, geographical location and resource ownership.

Currently, role-based access control policy [95] is widely
used in traditional Web services to allow the administrators
to regulate access rights to network resource based on the
roles of individuals, e.g., managers, members or assistants.
Another popular access control policy is attribute-based access
control [96], based on attribute-based encryption. In this pol-
icy, users with certain attributes have the access rights to
resource and services if their attributes satisfy the pre-defined
attribute-based policy. For example, the user with attributes
(“Ph.D. student”, “ECE department”) can satisfy the access
policy ((“Ph.D. student” OR “Master student”) AND “ECE
department”), and a user with attributes (“Ph.D. student”, “CS
department”) cannot access. However, fog computing is a fully
distributed paradigm and fog nodes collaboratively provide
services to the users located in their coverage areas, feder-
ated and distributed access control architecture is needed to
define access policies for mobile users, who may travel from
one fog node to another.

Even if each user can access real-time services based on
the pre-defined access policy, how to manage the multiple
devices owned by a user is still challenging. Nowadays, a
person has several devices connecting to the Internet, e.g.,
laptops, tablets, smart phones, wearable devices and vehi-
cles. All these IoT devices can be used to access real-time
services. In this case, fog nodes do not care which device
is used to access services, but the user who accesses it.
Furthermore, the consistency of access policy should be guar-
anteed when a user employs different devices to access the
services. However, from the perspective of users, they usually
concern which device should be used to access the services.
Therefore, it is crucial to deploy sufficient device management
mechanisms for users and key management mechanisms for
fog nodes, simultaneously. Several mobile device management
protocols [97], [98] have been implemented to support access
control for multiple mobile devices in bring your own device
(BYOD) environment, but seldom [99] can achieve device and
key management for users. Hence, to design device and key
management schemes supporting sufficient access control in
fog computing deserves further investigations and efforts.

Summary and Insights: Due to the decentralized feature, it
is of importance to design a distributed access control mech-
anism with users’ mobility and dynamic device management
to be applicable to fog computing. Multiple devices owned by
a user should access the real-time services without any con-
figuration for new joining devices, and the revocation of old
devices should be consistent for all fog nodes.

3) Lightweight Protocols Design: In fog computing, IoT
devices communicate with fog nodes in one or two hops. This
short-range communication makes real-time services feasible.

Nevertheless, the delay of service response not only depends
on the communication range and bandwidth, but also relies on
the processing delay on fog nodes, which means that if the fog
nodes have to perform complex computational operations to
generate responses for users, the response delay is still large.
In addition, due to the low computational capability of IoT
devices, they have no capability to perform complicated oper-
ations or cost too much time on executing them. Therefore, the
computational operations on both fog nodes and IoT devices
should be lightweight.

To offer reliable services and protect data privacy, a vari-
ety of security protocols should be implemented on fog
nodes, including identity authenticated key agreement, data
encryption, digital signature, and spam detection [100]. If the
deployed protocols are not efficient enough, they would cost
a large number of computational resources and increase the
response delay. The properties of lightweight cryptography
have been discussed in ISO/IEC 29192, which is a new stan-
dardization project of lightweight cryptography [101]. Many
lightweight cryptographic schemes [102], including blockci-
phers, hash functions, streamciphers and one-pass authen-
tication ciphers, have been proposed to build efficient and
secure end-to-end communications among resource-restricted
devices, e.g., sensors, smart cards and RFID tags. The
design of lightweight symmetric key cryptographic schemes
is mature, but the feasibility of public-key solutions on RFIDs
and sensors is an open problem because of the limitations
on costs, areas and power, as they imply pretty low bud-
get for the number of power, gates and bandwidth [102]. In
addition, due to the unbalance of computational capabilities
of fog nodes and IoT devices, the lightweight cryptographic
schemes used on IoT devices may be ineffective to guaran-
tee data security and user’s privacy against curious fog nodes.
Therefore, how to design lightweight cryptographic protocols
with tolerable computational overhead for numerous kinds of
devices to achieve secure real-time services is important in fog
computing.

Summary and Insights: To provide real-time services to
IoT devices with limited computational capability, designing
lightweight security protocols is essential for secure fog-
assisted IoT applications. Because of the inherent computa-
tional complexity of public-key cryptography, it is significantly
difficult to realize the security properties that the public-key
cryptography can provide based on the lightweight cryptog-
raphy. Therefore, it needs big efforts to design lightweight
protocols to support real-time services for fog-assisted IoT
applications.

4) Intrusion Detection: In fog computing, malicious exter-
nal and internal attackers can hack any entity at any time.
The services may be slowly undermined by the successful
attacks, if there is no proper intrusion detection mechanism
implemented to discover malicious activity or policy viola-
tions on IoT devices and fog nodes. It is necessary to ensure
that the whole architecture of fog computing is protected by
defense mechanisms. Although the impact of these attacks is
constrained in a local area in fog computing, the threats are
serious as the local services may totally controlled by attack-
ers. Fortunately, it is possible for a fog node to collaborate with
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the adjacent nodes and the fog nodes at higher levels in the
network hierarchy to detect attacks that target large section of
services [12]. This cooperation can improve the success rate of
malicious attacks detection, while a reliable intrusion detection
mechanism is needed for each fog node or IoT device.

Host-based Intrusion Detection Systems (HIDS) [103] are
proposed to detect intrusion for the cloud by collecting
and analyzing the data about system events, system calls
and file systems. Through the observation on modifica-
tion in host kernel, host file systems and program behav-
ior, HIDS determines whether the cloud is hacked or not.
Xu et al. [104] introduced an abstract model of intrusion
detection and severity analysis to provide the overall secu-
rity of the cloud with minimal response time and human
intervention. Another kind of intrusion detection systems is
Network-based Intrusion Detection System (NIDS), which
detects malicious activity, such as DoS attacks, port scans
and other attack behaviors, by analyzing network traffic.
Using NIDS, Hamad and Hoby [105] proposed a method
to offer intrusion detection as a service in cloud, and
Houmansadr et al. [106] designed a cloud-based intrusion
detection and response system for mobile phones. Some
Distributed Intrusion Detection Systems (DIDS) [107], [108]
were also designed to deploy multiple intrusion detection
systems over a large-scale network. In DIDS, the intrusion
detection systems can communicate with each other or a cen-
tral server to monitor system security via system information
and network flow collection and malicious activities detec-
tion. Recently, to detect the DoS attacks on intelligent traffic
light control systems, Liu et al. [109] proposed two secure
intelligent traffic light control schemes using fog computing
based on the hardness of the computational Diffie–Hellman
puzzle. In addition, to discover the intrusion on cyber-physical
systems, such as smart grid and e-healthcare systems, many
machine learning algorithms or data analysis approaches ware
leveraged for network traffic analysis, for example, to detect
false data injection attacks on smart meters in smart grid [110].

Summary and Insights: These intrusion detection systems
may be applicable in fog computing to detect malicious
activities, but they are not very efficient because of the het-
erogeneous, decentralized and distributed architecture of fog
computing, such that the challenges on designing intrusion
detection and prevention mechanisms are still numerous [12].
To prevent the various attacks, the first step is to understand
the features of cyber attacks and the architecture of fog com-
puting. In fog computing, each fog node can provide local
services to the users in its area, a local defense mechanism is
important for every type of services. The whole architecture
cooperatively provides some real-time services to users, such
that global intrusion detection mechanisms are also required
in fog computing. Therefore, a balance between local and
global defense mechanisms should be achieved. Furthermore,
the autonomous detection for both fog nodes and IoT devices
are critical in a decentralized architecture, which can reduce
the overhead and improve the usability of intrusion detection
mechanisms. Finally, to detect persistent threats, behavior fea-
tures should be shared among cooperative fog nodes, how to
share the information in decentralized architecture to achieve

rapid intrusion detection and prevention is a challenging
issue.

5) Resilience to Sybil Attacks: The fog computing is vulner-
able to Sybil attacks, in which attackers are able to manipulate
faked identities and abuse pseudonyms to compromise real-
time services and IoT applications. In the presence of Sybil
attackers, the normal users may be misled by the faked data
and the IoT applications may generate incorrect results. A
Sybil attacker may broadcast spam and advertisements, or
disseminate malware and fishing websites to steal users’ pri-
vate information. For example, in fog-based crowdsensing, an
attacker may report biased data to mislead the fog nodes to
generate incorrect results or report repeated data to acquire
unfair benefits. In different services, Sybil attackers have their
motivations to take specific misbehavior to achieve their goals.
Therefore, without an effective detection mechanism, the col-
lective results would be easily manipulated by the attackers.
Unfortunately, most Sybil attackers behave similarly to the
normal users, how to detect the presence of Sybil attackers
and thereby find out the Sybil attackers is extremely different,
which makes Sybil defense of paramount importance.

To detect Sybil attackers, the basic information of normal
users is needed for the detector to compare the difference
between normal users and Sybil attackers, such as social graph,
social community, behavior pattern and friend relationship.
For example, Quercia and Hailes [111] proposed an mobile
Sybil defense scheme to match mobile users’ communities
and label the users who are not in the trusted communities
as Sybil attackers. In addition, some specific features, such as
mobility pattern and channel characteristics, can be utilized to
distinguish Sybil attackers from normal users. Park et al. [112]
investigated the mobility of vehicles and obtained the fact that
two vehicles rarely pass multiple roadside units always at the
same time. Relying on this, the detector can investigate the
correlation of the vehicles and roadside units in the spatial and
temporal domains to identify Sybil attackers. Cryptography is
a useful tool to restrict the misbehavior of Sybil attackers.
Lin [113] designed a novel scheme from group signatures to
resist local Sybil attackers and mitigate zero-day Sybil vulner-
ability in sparse VANET. In this scheme, if a user generates
more than one signature on an event, these signatures would
be linked to a specific user, who is labeled as a Sybil attacker.
Liang et al. [114] investigated the trustworthy of users in
service evaluation of mobile social networks and proposed
a scheme to facilitate the review submission and limit the
capabilities of Sybil attackers.

Summary and Insights: Although some off-the-shelf Sybil
detection schemes could be adopted in fog computing, they
cannot effectively defense Sybil attacks due to the decentral-
ized architecture of fog computing. The data on single fog
node may not be sufficient to find out whether a user is Sybil
or not. Therefore, the cooperation of fog nodes is dramati-
cally crucial in Sybil defense. In addition, many Sybil defense
mechanisms tend to acquire users’ behaviors and social rela-
tionship, the exposure of these information would directly
cause users’ privacy leakage. It is critical to address the privacy
leakage during Sybil defense. Despite cryptographic encryp-
tion is able to hide the real information and prevent privacy
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leakage, it triggers a big obstacle on Sybil detection that data
processing is unfeasible. Homomorphic encryption enables the
processing on ciphertexts without disclosing the clear texts,
but its computational and communication overhead and energy
consumption are too heavy to be implemented on fog nodes.
In summary, to guarantee the efficiency and effectiveness of
Sybil defense while preserving privacy remains a critical and
challenging issue.

6) Trust Management: Despite identity authentication and
access control can get rid of the pretended or faked fog nodes
and devices in IoT applications, it is still difficult to guarantee
all the joining entities are fully trusted. Fog nodes may have
different trust levels and establish various trust relationship
with other fog nodes. As a result, a fog node may have no idea
about how its partners are going to behave, when they cooper-
ate to provide real-time services. In addition, all entities have a
variety of collaborative peers at their disposal. Specifically, the
users have various fog nodes available for service accessing in
their vicinity, and the fog nodes also have multiple options to
cooperate for providing real-time services. Nevertheless, some
peers may not reach their expectations. For example, if one
of the fog nodes cannot respond requests to users in time due
to its low bandwidth, users’ satisfaction would be decreased,
although other fog nodes providing the same service with rapid
response. Therefore, selecting fog nodes with high trustworthi-
ness to cooperate with is quite important in the implementation
of IoT applications and services.

A large number of trust management mechanisms [115],
[116], [119], [120] have been proposed to analyze trust rela-
tionship under two trust models [115]: evidence-based trust
model and monitoring-based trust model. In evidence-based
trust model, any witness that proves trust relationship among
users is exploited to build the trustworthiness, such as public
key, address, identity, or any evidence that an user can gen-
erate for itself or other users [116]. For example, traditional
cryptographic authentication is designed on the ownership of
a public key or a credential. Monitoring-based trust model
establishes trust among users through observing the behavior
of past interactions between them. Wei et al. [117] proposed
a trust management scheme based on the direct evidence to
estimate the trustworthiness of an entity from the positive
and negative feedback about this entity. When direct evi-
dence is not available, indirect evidence such as third-party
testimonies should also be complemented for estimating an
entity’s trustworthiness. Su et al. [118] provides end-to-end
trustworthiness awareness based on the security attributes of
all participating nodes, including security properties of systems
and audit-based factors, such as past data usage actions and
reputation calculations. Several works [119], [120] investi-
gated on aggregating trust evidence from different sources and
filtering out biased testimonies. Nitti et al. [120] defined a
subjective trustworthiness model to enable each user to com-
pute the trustworthiness of its friends on the basis of its
own experience and on the opinion of friends in common
with the potential servers. In addition, reputation is an impor-
tant metric to evaluate the trust level of an entity and many
reputation management mechanisms have been proposed to
evaluate the users’ trustworthiness in mobile ad hoc network

(MANET) [121], vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) [122],
delay tolerant networks [123] and mobile crowdsensing [124].

Summary and Insights: It is challenging to realize trust man-
agement for fog nodes due to the following reasons. First
of all, because of the decentralized architecture of fog com-
puting, it is hard to collect and manage the evidence and
behavior information about fog nodes to evaluate their trust-
worthiness and build a trust evaluation model for all fog
nodes in the network. Secondly, a trust management mech-
anism should be situation-specific, indicating that different
trust metrics should be considered to reflect the unique prop-
erties of trust in different services and applications. Thirdly,
trust management design should support scalability and consis-
tency when changing network conditions, including dynamics
of fog nodes, mobility of IoT devices, and traffic patterns.
Overall, trust management for fog nodes is critical and how
to achieve decentralized, situation-aware, scalable and consis-
tent trust management mechanisms in fog computing requires
extensive research efforts.

B. Challenges and Solutions on Transient Storage

Transient storage enables users to temporarily maintain
their data generated by IoT devices on fog nodes. This local
storage reduces the complexity of data management, but
at the same time triggers new security and privacy issues,
among which the leakage of data privacy is the most seri-
ous problem. Data integrity protection and secure data sharing
are also important in transient storage, once the users lose
physical control over their data. To achieve the data con-
fidentiality, integrity and sharing in provisional distributed
data storage, we introduce several security challenges and
off-the-shelf solutions that should be integrated into fog
computing.

1) Sensitive Data Identification and Protection: In IoT
applications, the data collected by devices encapsulates various
aspects of physical environment, including social events, pollu-
tion levels, traffic conditions and personal activities. Some data
may be considered sensitive, e.g., personal activities, health
status and personal information about individuals, while others
are not, e.g., pollution levels and social events. Nevertheless, it
is hard for the IoT devices to distinguish sensitive information
from large volumes of data before uploading, since whether the
data is sensitive or not is totally determined by the user, and
each has his/her personal preference and choice. Furthermore,
in different applications, the data from the same event has dis-
tinct security levels for different users. For example, a video
camera deployed by the police captures a car accident at a
crossroads and reports it to the local server. From the perspec-
tive of the police, there is no sensitive information in the video
of the accident. However, this accident event is also captured
by the cameras on nearby vehicles and they report this event
to fog nodes, which can be used to trigger alarms for other
drivers approaching this crossroads. This information may be
sensitive for the reporting drivers since it leaks their current
locations. Therefore, how to identify the sensitive information
from large volumes of data is the first step for data protection
in fog computing.
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Identifying the IoT devices that produce data may not be
sufficient to determine how sensitive the data is [125]. For
instance, a location sensor may be deemed as generating sen-
sitive data when it reports the movement of a particular person,
but the data produced by this sensor may be less sensitive if
it is deployed on a greyhound in transit. Moreover, the same
sensor may produce the data with different sensitive levels,
e.g., a facial recognition device in a hotel could provide the
current location of a superstar, thus having more interests for
the fans than the locations of common people.

Summary and Insights: One straightforward method to pro-
tect sensitive information is to encrypt all the data no matter
whether it is sensitive or not. Unfortunately, this approach
is quite blind and causes heavy overhead on IoT devices
and communication channels. Thus, it is pretty necessary
to identify the sensitive data before protecting it. Besides,
sensitive data leakage happens everywhere. Almost every
object, e.g., clothes, watches, shoes, jewelry and contact
lenses, has sensors. Microphones and cameras embedded can
record and monitor individuals’ activities and report data to
third parties. In summary, identifying and protecting sensitive
data are equally essential to prevent information leakage for
users.

2) Data Integrity Protection: When the data is maintained
on fog nodes, the users lose their ultimate possession on the
data generated by their IoT devices. As a result, the integrity
and availability of their data are being put at risk due to the fol-
lowing reasons. First of all, although the infrastructure of fog
computing is located at the network edge, it is still confronted
with a broad range of external and internal threats towards
data integrity as mentioned in Section IV. The users’ data on
fog nodes may be modified or deleted by attackers to destroy
some evidence. For example, a fog node on roadside unit keeps
the videos of a traffic accident reported by the nearby vehi-
cles, which is an essential evidence for accident forensics. The
offenders may attack the fog node to fabricate the evidence to
wriggle out of punishment. Secondly, there are various moti-
vations for fog nodes to behave unfaithfully towards users’
data. For instance, the fog nodes may discard the data that is
rarely accessed to reclaim the storage space for monetary rea-
sons. Thirdly, the honest-but-curious fog nodes only do their
“best” to keep the users’ data and provide real-time services.
Once the data is lost or corrupted, there is no mechanism to
deal with this issue and the users have to accept the loss.
In summary, if the problems of data integrity and correctness
are not property addressed, it is hard for users to accept fog
computing.

To offer the integrity guarantee for outsourced data, many
provable data possession protocols [126]–[128] have been
proposed to allow the data owners (i.e., users) or an trusted
third party to efficiently verify the integrity of remote data
in cloud storage without a local data copy. These protocols
not only support various desirable properties, including public
verification, data dynamic updating, privacy preservation and
batch verification for multiple files, but also can be used in
multiple clouds [128].

Summary and Insights: These protocols cannot be immedi-
ately utilized to check the data possession in fog computing

due to the following reasons. First of all, fog nodes only pro-
vide transient storage for users’ data, which may be further
uploaded to the cloud data centers for permanent storage, or
erased by fog nodes after it is expired. For example, a fog node
only needs to store traffic collision reports for several hours
and this information is of interest to the vehicles approaching
the collision area. After the collision is solved and the traffic is
normal, this information can be deleted on the fog node and a
summary is required to report to the cloud. Therefore, the fog
nodes have the rights to process, modify and delete the use-
less data, such that it is difficult to determine whether the fog
nodes behave honestly towards the data or not. Secondly, due
to users’ mobility, multiple fog nodes may have the users’ data.
It is inefficient to check the data integrity on each fog node one
by one. Thirdly, since different keys are used by IoT devices to
generate the verifiable tags, the data generated by these devices
cannot be aggregated during the integrity verification, even it
belongs to a same user. As a result, the efficiency of data
integrity verification is relatively low. Therefore, it is of signif-
icance to design secure and efficient provable data possession
protocols to guarantee the data integrity and correctness in fog
computing.

3) Secure Data Sharing: Fog computing provides transient
storage for the data collected by IoT devices. To prevent the
leakage of sensitive information, the data is encrypted before
being uploaded to fog nodes, which puts huge obstacles on
data sharing. Data sharing is a basic requirement that fre-
quently happens in data storage systems. For example, the
data collected by healthcare wearable devices should be shared
with family doctors. Electricity consumption measurements of
smart meters can be accessible for electricity system opera-
tors and utilities. Nevertheless, once the data is encrypted, it
is impossible for other entities to read them, except the data
owner. Therefore, how to share the data with other entities
when necessary is a challenging issue for the data owner. One
straightforward method is to give the decryption key to the
entities with which the data is shared. This method directly
exposes the decryption key. As a result, this entity can not
only read the sharing data, but also access other data that the
data owner does not want to share. Therefore, fine-grained
data sharing becomes quite critical in encrypted data storage.

Currently, several cryptographic tech-
niques [129], [133], [142] have been widely used to
achieve fine-grained data sharing in cloud storage, e.g., proxy
re-encryption, attribute-based encryption and key-aggregate
encryption. To delegate decryption rights, Blaze et al. [129]
proposed the notion of “atomic proxy cryptography”, where
a semi-trusted proxy can convert a ciphertext for Alice into
the ciphertext that is decryptable for Bob without seeing the
underlying plaintext using a proxy re-encryption key, and
designed a bidirectional proxy encryption scheme based on
ElGamal encryption. However, this scheme is only useful
when Alice and Bob are mutually trusted, as the proxy
re-encryption key can divert ciphertexts from Alice to Bob
and vice versa. To address this issue, Ateniese et al. [130]
proposed an unidirectional proxy re-encryption scheme
based on bilinear maps and adopted it to achieve data
sharing in encrypted file storage. Consequently, many proxy
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re-encryption schemes were proposed, including chosen-
ciphertext secure proxy re-encryption [131] and conditional
proxy re-encryption [132], to satisfy different requirements
of data sharing.

Attribute-based encryption (ABE) [133] can be used to
protect data security and achieve data sharing. In attribute-
based encryption, a user’ secret key and the ciphertext depend
upon attributes (e.g., occupation, nationality, identity, status
and membership). A user can decrypt the ciphertext only if
the set of attributes the user has matches the attributes of the
ciphertext. Currently, many attribute-based encryption schemes
have been proposed [134], [135], which can be divided into
two categories: ciphertext-policy attribute-based encryption
(CP-ABE) [134] and key-policy attribute-based encryption
(KP-ABE) [135]. The major difference between CP-ABE and
KP-ABE is how to associate the access policy. In CP-ABE, a
user’s secret key is associated with a set of attributes and the
ciphertext specifies an access policy. In CP-ABE, the access
policy is encoded into the users’ secret key, and the ciphertexts
are generated from a set of attributes. Due to their distinc-
tive properties, CP-ABE schemes are exploited to achieve
data sharing in cloud storage [136] and KP-ABE schemes are
used in e-healthcare systems to realize the sharing of personal
health records [137]. To enable authentic and confidential data
sharing among a group of fog nodes, Alrawais et al. [138]
proposed an efficient key exchange protocol based on CP-ABE
to secure fog communications. Alotaibi et al. [139] leveraged
ABE and proxy re-encryption to achieve the fine-grained data
access control and efficient access right revocation for data
sharing in fog-assisted IoT applications. Jiang et al. [140]
demonstrated that ABE suffers from key-delegation abuse and
designed an enhanced CP-ABE to provide the protections
against this key-delegation abuse issue. The proposed scheme
was adopted in fog computing to achieve the fine-grained data
sharing. Yu et al. [141] designed a leakage-resilient functional
encryption scheme applicable to fog computing to achieve
securely share data. Functional encryption, a cryptographic
primitive developed from ABE, supports fine-grained access
control policy with the match between the access control
policy and attributes of users.

The concept of key-aggregate encryption was proposed by
Chu et al. [142] to achieve scalable data sharing in cloud
storage. In key-aggregate encryption, the data owner dele-
gates the decryption capability of flexible choices of ciphertext
set by releasing a constant-size key aggregated from the cor-
responding set of secret keys, but the other encrypted data
outside the set remains confidential. Derived from this scheme,
key-aggregate searchable encryption [143] and time-bound
key-aggregate encryption [144] have been designed to support
keyword search and bound decryption capability, respectively.

Summary and Insights: Although the aforementioned
schemes can realize secure data sharing, the efficiency is still a
bottleneck when they are implemented on IoT devices, as most
of these schemes are constructed from the time-consuming
bilinear pairing. An efficient approach is to use key manage-
ment to achieve data sharing in fog computing, resulting in the
challenge on the management of decryption keys. Therefore,
how to achieve fine-grained data sharing with data privacy in

fog computing is not an easy work. If there is no efficient
encrypted data sharing scheme to realize fine-grained data
access in fog computing, the utilization of data resource can-
not be maximized and many real-time applications are blocked
due to the lack of reliable data.

C. Challenges and Solutions on Data Dissemination

Fog nodes build two-way communications between the
cloud and IoT devices on behalf of intermediates in networks.
It is inevitable to disclose sensitive data during transmis-
sion due to the security threats in fog computing. End-to-end
secrecy transmission can prevent data from being learnt by
malicious attackers and curious entities. Nevertheless, it sac-
rifices many desirable properties, such as aggregation, search
and sharing, which can significantly improve communication
efficiency and enhance data usage. Therefore, how to achieve
confidential data aggregation, search, sharing and forwarding
is a promising issue in fog computing.

1) Privacy-Preserving Data Aggregation: In some IoT
applications, e.g., mobile crowdsensing and smart metering,
each device collects data from physical world and encrypts
it to preserve data privacy before forwarding to fog nodes.
The fog nodes transiently store the received data or deliver it
to the cloud. During these processes, secure data aggregation
is critical to prevent data leakage and reduce communica-
tion overhead. For example, in smart grid, the fog nodes can
aggregate the ciphertexts of individual electricity consumption
measurements reported by smart meters and submit the aggre-
gated ciphertext to the operation center for load monitoring. In
this way, the communication overhead is significantly reduced
compared with the transmission of all individual measurements
separately. Therefore, how to achieve secure data aggregation
based on different requirements in IoT applications is pretty
important.

Currently, homomorphic encryption schemes, such as
Paillier encryption [145] and BGN encryption [146], have
been widely used in smart grid to achieve data aggregation.
These encryption schemes support additive homomorphism,
indicating that the fog nodes can aggregate the ciphertexts of
individual power consumptions reported by smart meters in a
residential area, and the operation center recovers the sum of
power consumption in that area from the aggregated cipher-
text. In this way, the individual consumption of a household
is protected from external attackers and the communication
efficiency between fog nodes and the cloud is improved.
Homomorphic encryption schemes are also used to achieve
users’ privacy preservation and support additive homomor-
phic operation in mobile social networks [147], [148] and
to support secure smart metering with privacy preservation
in smart grid [149]. Lu et al. [150] designed an efficient
privacy-preserving data aggregation scheme for fog-assisted
IoT applications based on homomorphic Paillier encryption,
Chinese Remainder Theorem, and one-way hash chain tech-
niques to not only aggregate hybrid IoT devices’ data into
one, but also early filter injected false data at the fog nodes.
Wang et al. [151] proposed an anonymous and secure data
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aggregation scheme from Castagnos–Laguillaumie cryptosys-
tem in fog-based public cloud computing. Furthermore, by
integrating multiplicative homomorphism, data statistics and
computation can be executed on the ciphertexts in a blind way,
indicating that a third party (i.e., the cloud) can perform data
statistics and computations without learning any information
about the values in the ciphertexts. Due to this appealing prop-
erty, full homomorphic encryption schemes [152], [153] were
proposed to achieve encrypted data processing. For exam-
ple, Zhuo et al. [154] utilized full homomorphic encryption
to achieve privacy-preserving data statistics on crowdsourc-
ing data. However, in reality, it is still impossible to adopt
fully homomorphic encryption to achieve data protection and
data aggregation in IoT because of its heavy computational
overhead. Therefore, how to achieve privacy-preserving data
aggregation without full homomorphic encryption becomes
appealing. Zhou et al. [155] utilized one-way trapdoor per-
mutation to realize time series data aggregation for wire-
less wearable communications. Besides, key distribution and
key agreement mechanisms [156], [157] are employed in
smart grid, wireless body area network and vehicular ad hoc
network to enable multiple users to share a session key,
and thereby achieving privacy-preserving data aggregation.
In summary, efficient and secure data aggregation schemes
should be designed to satisfy the different requirements of
data aggregation in various IoT applications.

Apart from encrypted data aggregation, users’ signatures
can be aggregated as well to further decrease computational
and communication burden. The aggregation of signatures
works as follows: Given n signatures on n distinct messages
from the same user, it is possible to aggregate all these
signatures into a single short signature [158]. Due to this
appealing property, a large number of aggregate signature
schemes [158], [159] were proposed to achieve aggregation
of a user’s multiple signatures. Nevertheless, aggregate signa-
tures only can aggregate the signatures generated by the same
user. Consequently, multi-signature [160], sequential aggre-
gate signature [161] and key-homomorphic signature [162]
were introduced to aggregate n signatures on a same message
from n distinct users. For example, Ni et al. [163] utilized
key-homomorphic signature to aggregate the signatures gen-
erated by multiple users who report reduplicate data in spatial
crowdsensing. Unfortunately, there is no efficient multikey-
homomorphic signature that can aggregate n signatures on
n distinct messages generated by n users [162], unless some
information is pre-shared among users [164]. Therefore, how
to design universal aggregate signatures and adopt them to IoT
applications deserves to pay more attentions and efforts.

Summary and Insights: In fog computing, fog nodes enable
to aggregate transmitting messages to reduce communica-
tion overhead on behalf of intermediates without disclosing
any information in large-scale IoT applications. Nevertheless,
different IoT applications have distinctive requirements on
data aggregation to support a variety of properties. To define
the properties of data aggregation (e.g., addition, multipli-
cation, linear aggregation, and polynomial aggregation) and
design suitable privacy-preserving data aggregation schemes
are essential for particular IoT applications. In terms of

signature aggregation, it is quite significant to construct the
multikey-homomorphic signature to aggregate n signatures on
n distinct messages generated by n users.

2) Secure Data Search: To prevent data leakage in transient
storage, the IoT devices are required to encrypt the collected
data before uploading. Once the data is encrypted, it is diffi-
cult for the data owner (i.e., user) or other entities to search
on the ciphertexts and retrieve their interested part. However,
data search and retrieving is the fundamental demand in data
storage. For example, in vehicular crowdsensing, the vehi-
cles on road report traffic information to fog nodes, and the
cloud searches on the fog nodes based on the crowdsensing
tasks released by customers to retrieve the required data to
generate crowdsensing results for the customers. In addition,
since fog nodes only provide transient storage for users, the
cloud is required to search and retrieve the data summaries
for persistent storage. To realize encrypted data search, secure
index should be built by users when they upload data to fog
nodes. Therefore, how to achieve privacy-preserving match-
ing between searching request and secure index is the primary
goal of encrypted data search in fog computing.

The notion of searchable encryption was proposed by
Song et al. [165] to achieve encrypted data search without
exposing any information. In general, searchable encryption
consists of two phases: one is data and index encryption, and
the other is index search and data retrieving. In the first phase,
a data owner generates data index based on keywords, uti-
lizes a symmetric encryption scheme to encrypt the data and
employs searchable encryption algorithm to encrypt the data
index. Both data ciphertext and index ciphertext are uploaded
to a fog node. In the second phase, a user generates a trapdoor
from keywords that he/she wants to search, and submits it to
the fog node. Then, the fog node detects whether the trapdoor
can match the index ciphertexts. If a match exists, the fog
node returns the corresponding data ciphertext, and the user
decrypts to obtain data. Here, the user can be the data owner
or an entity that the data owner is willing to share with. If
a symmetric key is used to encrypt data index and generate
the trapdoor, these schemes are called symmetric searchable
encryption schemes; otherwise, they are asymmetric search-
able encryption schemes, in which the public key is used to
encrypt data index, and the secret key is utilized to compute
the trapdoor.

In symmetric searchable encryption, some works extended
single keyword search and Boolean query to support vari-
ous search patterns, including fuzzy keyword search [166]
and ranked keyword search [167]. Others [168], [169] defined
different privacy levels of searchable encryption, namely,
data privacy, trapdoor privacy, index privacy and access pat-
tern privacy, and designed schemes to achieve high privacy
guarantees. For example, Rizomiliotis and Gritzalis [168]
utilized oblivious RAM to design two efficient dynamic sym-
metric searchable encryption schemes with forward privacy.
Naveed et al. [169] introduced a new primitive called blind
storage and proposed a dynamic symmetric searchable scheme
to allow the user to store a set of files on a cloud server in such
a way that the cloud server cannot know the number of stored
files, or the lengths of the individual files. Yang et al. [170]
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introduced the fog-enhanced location-based services to restrict
the access of users out of the coverage areas of fog nodes, and
designed a fine-grained and privacy-preserving query scheme
based on k-nearest neighbors algorithm to achieve the loca-
tion matching without disclosing the location information.
Asymmetric searchable encryption is firstly introduced by
Boneh et al. [171] to achieve encrypted mails search on
untrusted mailing servers. Consequently, many expansions,
such as keyword search with a designated tester [172], public
key encryption with conjunctive keywords search [173] have
been proposed to satisfy different properties in real appli-
cations. In addition, predicate encryption [174] and hidden
vector encryption [175] are also effective encrypted data search
techniques, which can be used to realize data search based
on multiple keywords. However, in asymmetric searchable
encryption, the privacy of data, index and trapdoor can be
preserved, but the access pattern is exposed to the cloud data
center.

Summary and Insights: Although many symmetric search-
able encryption schemes [176], [177] can preserve index
privacy, trapdoor privacy and access pattern privacy simulta-
neously, privacy leakage in encrypted data search still exists
in fog computing. The fact that whether a fog node returns the
matched data or not will disclose users’ privacy. Specifically,
the users submit the collected data to the fog nodes. If the
data of a specific user is obtained and the fog nodes return
the matched data, it is predictable that the user ever appeared
in the coverage areas of the fog nodes. For example, a vehi-
cle drives through a sequence of fog nodes, and uploads the
collected data. If an attacker searches the data collected by
that vehicle, and the driving-through fog nodes would return
the data collected by that vehicle, other fog nodes cannot.
As a result, the vehicle’s trajectory is disclosed. Therefore,
preserving data privacy and users’ privacy in encrypted data
search is still a critical and challenging task.

3) Secure Content Distribution: Fog nodes can provide
local content distribution services to the users located in
their coverage areas. Some content is customized under the
requests of users, e.g., navigation information and subscribed
newspaper, others may be broadcasted automatically, e.g.,
advertisements and parking information. The distributed con-
tent may contain plenty of personal information, such as
preference, incentive, current location and political inclina-
tion. The subscribed newspaper and magazines may disclose
preferences and political inclination of the subscribers. To
prevent information leakage, it is of importance to define who
can receive the broadcasting content and what kinds of con-
tent should be obtained by a specific user. For instance, in
pay-TV systems, the recommendation of TV content contains
sensitive information about the receiver, including preferences
and schedule, and the subscribed content should be encrypted
during transmission to prevent nonsubscribers from watching
them. Therefore, fine-grained secure content distribution with
users’ privacy preservation remains a challenging issue.

The primary task is to guarantee the accuracy of content
distribution, which means that the users can discover their
interested content in high probability. If the users always
receive boring information from fog nodes, they would be

disappointed in the content distribution services and refuse
to subscribe them. To customize their services, one approach
is to allow the users to select the interested content and regu-
late their personal lists in advance, but this approach discloses
the users’ preference to fog nodes. Secure service discovery
mechanisms [178], [179] have been proposed to ensure that
the services are only discoverable by an authorized set of
users. This technique is adopted to discover content distri-
bution services without disclosing any information about their
preferences. In addition, the service providers (i.e., fog nodes)
do not keep any knowledge about the users, such that the ser-
vice would not be suspended, even a user enters the coverage
area of a new fog node. Therefore, secure service discovery is
an important technique to assist users to acquire appropriate
services with privacy preservation.

Another issue deserving to pay attention is how to send the
content to the users confidentially. Although a session key can
be negotiated between fog nodes and users to guarantee end-
to-end secure transmission, this method is inefficient if the
number of receivers is large. Broadcast encryption [180] is
a promising method that delivers the encrypted content over
a broadcast channel, in such a way that only the qualified
users can recover the content. By using broadcast encryp-
tion, multiple qualified users can receive the same content in
an efficient way. Moreover, several key management mecha-
nisms [181], [182] have been proposed to realize key update or
resist collusion attacks in broadcast encryption. Nevertheless,
traditional broadcast encryption schemes expose the identi-
ties of the receivers. To address this problem, anonymous
broadcast encryption [183] was presented to achieve receivers’
anonymity and content broadcast efficiently. In short, broad-
cast encryption is practical to be implemented in content
distribution applications.

Summary and Insights: The environment of content distribu-
tion in fog computing is dynamic, indicating that the receivers
of the broadcasting content change frequently. This dynamic
makes the key management of secure service discovery and
broadcast encryption more challenging than ever. When a user
discovers and joins his/her appropriate service, the secret key
used to distribute content before should be updated to prevent
the joining user from learning the previous content. If a user
leaves this group, his secret key should be revoked. Therefore,
to investigate the approaches to achieve secure service discov-
ery and anonymous broadcast encryption simultaneously in
dynamic environment is significance for the development of
local content distribution in fog computing.

4) Privacy-Preserving Packet Forwarding: In fog comput-
ing, the fog nodes act as intermediate nodes to forward packets
received from IoT devices or other fog nodes to the upper
levels. To prevent these nodes from learning the personal
information about the users during packet forwarding, they
can utilize encryption and anonymity techniques to encrypt
the data and hide their identities, respectively. However, just
keeping the data secret and anonymous is not enough in some
cases, since it could be disclosed by other means. For example,
in e-healthcare systems, a patient often sends his/her personal
health information collected by wearable devices to a specific
physician, and then the physician can diagnose diseases for
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the patient. If an observer or fog nodes are curious about the
patient’s disease, they can observe the receiver of the personal
health information and guess the disease based on the medical
treatment domain of the physician. Therefore, through observ-
ing and analyzing packet forwarding, the curious entities can
also violate users’ privacy.

To cut off the privacy exposure during packet forward-
ing, Lin et al. [184] defined two notions of content-oriented
privacy and contextual privacy, and proposed a strong privacy-
preserving scheme against global eavesdropping to protect
both content-oriented privacy and contextual privacy against
strong global attackers, who can observe the receiver of the
patient’s person health information in e-healthcare systems. In
VANET, to improve delivery ratio, Lu et al. [185] proposed
a novel social-based packet forwarding protocol to enable
roadside units at high social intersections to assist in packet
forwarding between vehicles. However, Lin et al. [186]
demonstrated that receivers’ location privacy is exposed to
intermediate nodes (i.e., roadside units) in data forward-
ing, and presented a social-tier-assisted packet forwarding
protocol for achieving receiver-location privacy preservation
in VANET.

Summary and Insights: In fog computing, the fog nodes
have the global observation on the forwarding packets and
learn all the data flow about users in their coverage areas.
According to the sender and receiver’s locations and other
available information, the fog nodes could be aware of the
relationship between the sender and receiver and guess per-
sonal information about them, such as occupations, workplace,
address and intimacy. Furthermore, the curious fog nodes may
re-identified the senders based on their mobility patterns, even
if the senders have anonymized their packets. Therefore, to
prevent the privacy leakage against intermediate fog nodes
during packet forwarding is crucial in fog computing.

D. Challenges and Solutions on Decentralized Computation

Fog nodes have certain computational capabilities to do
data processing and analysis. However, because of the security
threats in fog computing, fog nodes may be compromised by
attackers, such that not only the processing data on fog nodes
has risks to be exposed to attackers, but also the computation
results can be controlled. Thus, how to prevent the disclo-
sure of data privacy and ensure the correctness of computation
results becomes a huge concern for the users when they out-
source their computation tasks to fog nodes. Therefore, we
discuss the challenges of verifiable computation, secure aided
computation and secure big data analysis, and introduce sev-
eral secure and verifiable computation techniques to resolve
these challenges.

1) Verifiable Computation: Fog computing has computing
resources to undertake computation tasks offloaded by the
cloud in a distributed way. Specifically, the user submits the
tasks to the local fog nodes and obtain the computation result
with low latency. However, both the cloud and fog nodes can-
not be fully trusted, whether the returned result is correct or not
becomes a huge concern for the user, as the user cannot com-
pute the result by himself because of the low computational

capability of his devices. In addition, the fog nodes provide
distributed computation services to users on behalf of the cloud
at the network edge. The cloud also concerns whether the fog
nodes provide correct and trusted computation results to the
users. The correctness verification on computation results is
significantly important for the users and the cloud. If there is
no mechanism to check the correctness of the returned results,
the cloud may be unwilling to offload computation tasks to fog
nodes and the users are not access the services offered by fog
nodes, resulting in the failure of computation offloading in fog
computing.

Gennaro et al. [187] introduced the notion of verifiable com-
putation and designed a non-interactive verifiable computation
scheme based on garble circuit [188]. Chung et al. [189] uti-
lized full homomorphic encryption schemes to construct a
non-interactive verifiable computation scheme with a small
size of the public key. Consequently, Parno et al. [190]
designed a publicly verifiable computation scheme based on
CP-ABE, and Papamanthou et al. [191] proposed a new model
for verifying dynamic computations in cloud settings. To sup-
port multiple users, Choi et al. [192] proposed a multi-user
non-interactive verifiable computation scheme using proxy
oblivious transfer schemes. Gordon et al. [193] exploited
attribute-based encryption, full homomorphic encryption and
Yao’s garble circuit to construct a multi-user verifiable com-
putation scheme. Recently, Elkhiyaoui et al. [194] proposed
an efficient publicly verifiable delegation of computation, and
Zhuo et al. [154] adopted verifiable computation technique to
design a privacy-preserving verifiable data aggregation scheme
for mobile crowdsourcing.

Summary and Insights: Most of the aforementioned schemes
are general constructions on verifiable computation, which
introduce theoretical approaches to achieve privately or pub-
licly verifiable computation. Nevertheless, in fog computing,
the fog nodes cooperatively perform the computation tasks
for users in distributed way. The errors made by one fog
node can spread to other fog nodes and lead to an incor-
rect final result. Therefore, all the intermediate results and the
final result should be verified to guarantee the correctness of
results and trace the misbehaving fog nodes outputting fault
results. How to design practical publicly verifiable computa-
tion schemes suitable for IoT applications in fog computing
still deserves to focus on.

2) Secure Aided Computation: With the computing
resources, fog nodes can assist the IoT devices to perform
complex computational operations that they cannot executed
by themselves. To achieve aided computation, one straightfor-
ward method for the IoT devices is to send their collected data
and other needed information to the fog nodes and thereby
allow fog nodes to execute the computation on behalf of
devices. However, this method inevitably exposes all sensitive
information to fog nodes, which may have been compromised
by attackers. Moreover, the users’ secret keys are required
in some operations, e.g., signature generation and message
decryption. If the fog nodes possess users’ secret keys, they
can pretend the users to do everything they want. Therefore,
there should be sufficient mechanisms to permit fog nodes
to execute operations for IoT devices without invading users’
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privacy. Otherwise, the users prefer to purchase new powerful
devices to perform computations by themselves, rather than
seeking assists from fog nodes.

The concept of server-aided computation is proposed by
Matsumoto et al. [195], whose goal is to speed up secret
computation using insecure auxiliary devices. Several server-
aided computation protocols [196], [197] have been proposed
to deal with secure exponentiation with an aided server.
Specifically, Kawamura and Shimbo [196] proposed fast
server-aided secret computation protocols for modular expo-
nentiation, Cavallo et al. [197] securely and efficiently del-
egated the computation of group exponentiation to a single
server. Consequently, Girault and Lefranc [198] introduced
the notion of server-aided verification to speed up the verifi-
cation for an authentication/signature scheme by delegating a
part of computation to a powerful but untrusted server, and
designed a generic method for achieving server-aided ver-
ification based on bilinear maps. Wu et al. [199] defined
the security model of server-aided verification signature and
constructed an efficient server-aided verification signature
scheme based on BLS signature [200]. In addition, other
server-aided schemes, including server-aided encryption [201],
server-aided function evaluation [202] and server-aided key
exchange [203], were proposed to speed up the computation
for users. Wang et al. [204] employed fog nodes as trusted
third parties to generate dummy positions to protect the loca-
tion of users and store partial important data to reduce threats
on data leakage.

Summary and Insights: In fog computing, fog nodes coop-
eratively assist IoT devices or users to execute computation
tasks. These tasks are much more complex than exponen-
tiation, encryption/decryption and signature verification, and
multiple fog nodes are more powerful and smarter than a sin-
gle server. For example, Ni et al. [163] utilized fog nodes to
perform deduplication on the collected data from multiple IoT
devices and aggregate the key-homomorphic signatures gener-
ated by these devices. Therefore, how to utilize fog nodes to
aid IoT devices to perform aided computation tasks to satisfy
different features and goals in IoT applications is worthy of
attention and efforts in fog computing.

3) Secure Big Data Analysis: Nowadays, a large amount of
users’ data is recorded in various forms, e.g., videos, photos
and e-documents. The analysis on these data using data min-
ing and machine learning algorithms pose a great challenge on
individual privacy in big data era. Although de-identification
is widely used to prevent attackers from linking the processing
data with individual’s identity, the anonymous data is still eas-
ily hacked in terms of privacy. It is extraordinarily challenging
on privacy preservation during big data analysis. First of all,
privacy is a subjective concept, it is hard to distinguish sensi-
tive information, which may be integrated with non-sensitive
data. Secondly, the data mining and machine learning algo-
rithms can discover potential correlation between two data
sets, which brings desperate threats to privacy. Thirdly, due
to the rapid development of data mining and machine learn-
ing technologies, an effective privacy preservation technique
may be easily breached [205]. Therefore, it is of significant
importance to understand the privacy issues in dataset and

design reliable mechanisms to prevent privacy leakage in big
data analysis.

To address these issues, fully homomorphic encryp-
tion [152], [153] and differential privacy [206] are widely
used to realize large-scale data analysis and preserve users’
privacy simultaneously. Fully homomorphic encryption allows
the computation to be executed on ciphertexts and thereby
generating an encrypted result, which is the ciphertext of the
result of operations performed on the plaintexts. By utilizing
homomorphic encryption, Li et al. [207] designed cloud-aided
privacy-preserving frequent item set mining scheme for verti-
cally partitioned databases, which can be exploited to achieve
privacy-preserving association rule mining. Zhang et al. [208]
employed fully homomorphic encryption scheme to achieve
human-to-human infection analysis based on social data and
health data collected by mobile devices. Liu et al. [209]
designed a hybrid privacy-preserving clinical decision support
system in fog and cloud computing environment, from Paillier
encryption with threshold decryption, neural network and other
building block to securely monitor patients’ health condition
in real-time. Differential privacy [206] is a privacy-preserving
technique that utilizes random noise to maximize the accu-
racy of queries from statistical databases, while minimizing the
chances of identifying individual records. Abadi et al. [210]
proposed a privacy-preserving deep learning algorithm within
the framework of differential privacy. Zhang and Zhu [211]
studied regularized empirical risk minimization machine learn-
ing problems, and proposed dual variable perturbation and
primal variable perturbation to realize dynamic differential
privacy. Further, local differential privacy [212], [213] tech-
nique is essential to support distributed data collection and
centralized data analysis without disclosing any information
about the collected data. Erlingsson et al. [212] used local
differential privacy to design a randomized aggregate privacy-
preserving ordinal response for crowdsourcing statistics with
strong privacy guarantees. Qin et al. [213] presented a sys-
tematic study of heavy hitter mining under local differential
privacy, and proposed a two-phase mechanism with local dif-
ferential privacy for obtaining accurate heavy hitters, which
is more efficient budget-wise than the approach obtaining the
heavy hitters directly from the whole dataset.

Summary and Insights: Fully homomorphic encryption has
its inherit drawback on computational overhead, which is
intolerable for both resource-restricted IoT devices in data
encryption and fog nodes in function evaluation, especially
on large volumes of data sets. In terms of differential pri-
vacy, the existing schemes are constructed on centralized data
storage. Nevertheless, the architecture of fog computing is
decentralized and the data may come from various services
and different users. How to design decentralized big data anal-
ysis with differential privacy in fog computing is pretty critical
and challenging.

In summary, a variety of state-of-art schemes have been
proposed to solve the security and privacy issues in cloud-
based IoT applications, including smart grid, e-healthcare
systems, VANET and mobile crowdsensing. These schemes
cannot be adopted to resolve the security and privacy chal-
lenges in fog-assisted IoT applications immediately, due to the
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TABLE IV
SECURITY CHALLENGES AND SOLUTIONS IN FOG COMPUTING

unique features of fog computing. As fundamental approaches,
they point out the directions we could focus on for address-
ing these issues. Table IV shows the security and privacy
challenges in fog computing and the possible solutions in fog-
assisted IoT applications. Fig. 5 illustrates our insights on the
reasons why the existing solutions cannot directly leveraged
to solve the security and privacy challenges in fog comput-
ing. We analyze the unique features of fog computing and
demonstrate the obstacles on solving the security and privacy
problems. The potential challenges on security and privacy in
fog computing deserve further investigation and efforts.

VI. ISSUES, CHALLENGES AND FUTURE

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

In this section, we discuss several open problems in fog
computing, as shown in Fig. 5, and expect to trigger more
research efforts on these issues.

A. Location Privacy Preservation

The location awareness and geographic distribution of fog
computing contribute to local real-time services, local data

management and local content distribution. For example,
Huo et al. [78] proposed a location difference-based proximity
detection protocol to allow a user to discover the friends in the
coverage area of the same fog node. Yang et al. [79] proposed
the location verification of fog nodes to prevent an attacker
from maliciously claiming a forged position for service access.
Therefore, fog computing makes many location-based services
and functions more attractive than ever. Unfortunately, due
to the feature of localization, users’ locations are obliviously
exposed in fog computing. For example, a wearable device
uploads its collected data to a fog node and the fog node fur-
ther deliveries the data or its summary to the cloud. During
these processes, both the fog node and the cloud can learn the
location of the wearable device carried by the user. Even if a
reliable anonymity technique is utilized to effectively prevent
the fog node and cloud from identifying the user, the loca-
tion is still exposed via positioning techniques if the devices
connect multiple fog nodes, such as three-point positioning.
With the leakage of precise location information, the user
has a high risk to be identified according to the fact that an
anonymous user can be re-identified in the probability of 90%
with four spatial-temporal points [205]. Further, the cloud is
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Fig. 5. Correlation between Features and Security Issues in Fog Computing.

able to learn the rough area of the user based on the loca-
tion of the fog node, and thereby learning the user’s activity
region. Therefore, due to the involvement of fog nodes, the
global location privacy of an anonymous user is reduced to
local location privacy. As a result, it is of difficulty to protect
users’ location privacy, as the curious cloud can always learn
the knowledge about the rough regions of users according to
the geographic locations of fog nodes.

B. Detection of Rogue Fog Nodes and IoT Devices

As fog computing architecture is vulnerable to a large
variety of cyber attacks as mentioned in Section IV, both
fog nodes and IoT devices have huge risks to be com-
promised. The corrupted fog nodes and IoT devices may
pretend to be legitimate and coaxes users to connect to them.
Roman et al. [12] demonstrated that fog nodes are vulnera-
ble to several DoS attacks, such as distributed DoS attacks
and wireless jamming, as fog nodes have less resource than
the cloud. Stojmenovic et al. [214] showed the feasibility of
man-in-the-middle attacks in fog computing under the condi-
tion that the gateway has been compromised or replaced by a
fake one. A user’s secret key can be extracted from the digital
certificate if the device is compromised or hacked. Moreover,
even if the fog nodes and IoT devices are not compromised,
they may turn to rogue nodes due to their personal incentives.
For example, a rogue fog node may be deployed to broad-
cast rumors and fraud to the driving-through vehicles. Some
rogue IoT devices may collude to manipulate the results of
mobile crowdsensing. The fake, compromised or rogue fog
nodes and IoT devices would be big threats to the security
and privacy of users’ data. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
detect them in fog computing due to the following reasons.
Firstly, trust models are various in different applications, which
require distinct trust management schemes to deal with them

separately. Secondly, the dynamic and distributed environment
makes it hard to maintain a blacklist of rogue fog nodes and
IoT devices. One important method is to build reliable and
strong anomaly intrusion detection systems for each fog node
and IoT device. It is possible to reuse various intrusion detec-
tion and protection systems developed for cloud computing.
However, these systems only can detect external attacks with
a certain probability. It is hard to discover the rogue or cor-
rupted fog nodes and IoT devices. Therefore, the study on the
method to detect the rogue and corrupted fog nodes and IoT
devices in fog computing is worthy to focus on.

C. Privacy Exposure in Data Combination

In IoT applications, the devices act as data producers to gen-
erate and process data of various levels of sensitivity. Some
may be inherently sensitive, such as the data generated by
a person’s heart-rate sensor, but the others might be benign.
However, even the collected data seems to be non-sensitive,
the application of data in combination can trigger serious secu-
rity and privacy concerns [215]. This problem is exacerbated
by the use of fog computing for IoT, as one of the motivations
for fog computing is to enable the collaboration among fog
nodes explicitly that can aggregate and process the data cross
a large number of IoT devices. For example, a patient buys
some pills at a pharmacy and pay with a credit card. The sen-
sitive information of the patient the pharmacy has is limited if
it does not have the personal information of the patient, even it
remembers the face and the credit card number of the patient.
Nevertheless, if the customers’ information in local credit card
center combines with the purchasing information of patients
in the pharmacy, the pharmacy is able to link the health status
with the patient’s identity. As a result, the sensitive informa-
tion about the patient is disclosed to the pharmacy, including
identity, health status, living address and telephone number.
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This simple example also indicates the importance of iden-
tity information protection, as benign information may become
sensitive, combining with the identity information. The fusion
of raw data from different sources can enhance the potential
values of these data. For instance, the spread of infectious
diseases, e.g., flu, Ebola and SARS, is difficult to control as
they can rapidly infect from human to human in a short period
through close contact. Susceptible patient isolation is an effec-
tive way to prevent a patient from spreading virus to others, but
how to find the people who have contacts with a person car-
rying virus after he/she is isolated is a big challenge. Social
network data can play a vital role in the discovery of sus-
ceptible patients. Some social applications on mobile devices,
e.g., Wechat, can find people in the physical proximity, record
social interactions and detect if some people cough or sneeze
via speech recognition. Therefore, the combination of social
data and health data is a novel approach to enhance infection
analysis. However, health data and social data are privacy-
sensitive and they are not in the same trusted domain. To
perform infection analysis, health data and social data should
be combined and shared with others, which inevitably exposes
sensitive information. Nevertheless, people are not willing to
excessively reveal this sensitive information to an untrusted
party. This issue raises to the tradeoff between the functional
benefits of combining data, and the privacy perspective. To
balance this tradeoff, several techniques should be used to
prevent the privacy risks in data combination, such as dif-
ferential privacy and fully homomorphic encryption. However,
these techniques are still in their infancy stage and more efforts
should be paid. In addition, during the data analysis, it is hard
to anticipate all possible information leakage that arises from
data combination. Therefore, there is a clear need to define
some levels of privacy protection in data combination and
design efficient and effective privacy-preserving methods to
protect users’ privacy in fog computing.

D. Decentralized and Scalable Secure Infrastructure

Fog computing is a decentralized, scalable and dynamic
paradigm, in which both fog nodes and IoT devices can arbi-
trarily join and leave the architecture. Because of the lack of
centralized server, it is challenging to build a secure infras-
tructure in such a distributed framework. First of all, it is
impossible to find a trusted leader to determine the trustwor-
thiness of fog nodes. If there is no party to regulate network
operations, network stability and service reliability are hard to
be achieved because of the corruption of fog nodes. Secondly,
traditional security mechanisms are quite inefficient in the
decentralized and dynamic framework of fog computing. For
example, each fog node has to authenticate the users’ identities
and delegate access right to each user before allowing them
to access services. If each fog node stores a copy of authen-
tication credentials, the storage efficiency is low, and if the
credentials are kept on one powerful fog node, the communi-
cation overhead is heavy. It is of difficulty to find an efficient
approach to achieve rapid authentication and delegation in fog
computing. Thirdly, distributed computation can be performed

on the multiple fog nodes, but it is hard to guarantee the cor-
rectness of computation results, since not all fog nodes is fully
trusted. Even if these problems can be addressed separately,
the compatibility of these solutions may be another critical
issue. To build a secure infrastructure in fog computing, one
promising technique can be used is blockchain [216], which
is distributed database that maintains a continuously-growing
list of records. The blockchain is first used in bitcoin [216] to
achieve secure online payments without the trusted adminis-
trator. In fog computing, the blockchain format can maintain
the log files in a distributed way, which records the events
occur in fog nodes and messages exchanged among the cloud,
fog nodes and IoT devices. As a result, if a fog node misbe-
haves to cheat users, the cloud or other fog nodes, the honest
fog nodes can discover the misbehavior based on the log files
of the misbehaving fog node. Further, the blockchain can be
used to build the authentication and reputation framework for
all IoT devices and fog nodes. If a secure layer can be built
by blockchain between the cloud and IoT devices, the fog
computing would become a reliable, trustworthy and power-
ful architecture. Although the advantages of building a secure
middle layer in Cloud-Fog-IoT framework is obvious, the over-
head on a single fog node would be heavy due to its restricted
storage resource and overhead on the blockchain management.
In summary, how to build a scalable, efficient and decentral-
ized secure infrastructure is challenging but important for the
healthy development of fog computing.

VII. CONCLUSION

Fog computing is a new decentralized architecture that
revolutionizes the cloud computing by extending storage, com-
puting and networking resources to the network edge for
supporting extremely large-scale IoT applications. However, it
is also confronted with traditional security threats, which raise
various new security and privacy challenges towards users.
In this article, we have provided a comprehensive survey of
securing fog computing for IoT applications. We have first
reviewed the architecture and the features of fog computing.
We have also discussed the roles of fog nodes in IoT appli-
cations, including real-time services, transient storage, data
dissemination and decentralized computation, and examined
several promising IoT applications according to different roles
of fog nodes. We have presented the security and privacy
threats in fog computing, including a series of security attacks
and privacy exposure risks. Moveover, we have demonstrated
the security and privacy challenges, reviewed the state-of-art
solutions to secure fog computing in IoT applications, and
showed our insights on the leaving problems to encourage
further research on the security and privacy issues. Finally,
we have identified several open research issues which should
hold the most premise in terms of security and privacy issues
in fog computing.
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